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ABSTRACT

The following research paper is an attempt to defme the issue of gentrification

and its relevance to development policy for South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania A door-to

door survey of randomly sampled residents of South Bethlehem was conducted during a

6 month period from late-2006 to early-2007. The findings suggest that gentrification

may be an inappropriate tenn to describe the current revitalization efforts in South

Bethlehem Although widespread issues of residential displacement due to an influx of

higher socioeconomic residents are not apparent, there seem to be specific characteristics

within the sample that indicate whether a household is likely to be experiencing high

levels of financial pressure. The strongest detenninant to financial pressure appears to he

location in the core section of the South Bethlehem neighborhood. Residents who live

near the central business district and/or along the ea'itern boundary of Lehigh University

show the highest scores on a pressure level scale. Other factors that are significantly

related to pressure level are length of residence, housing tenure and race. The segment

that tends to be experiencing higher levels of pressure is a more transient population, less

likely to own, and therefore, more subjected to the lower standards of living that high

levels of residential mobility often add. TIlese groups also tend to be newer arrivals to

the ncighhorhood, non-White residents, and younger households, with higher numbers

living in their households. Policy recommendations are focused on providing resources

for these residents in the core section of the neighhorhood. Suggestions arc also given to

use this research as a haseline indicator for future studies of the same parcel sample. in

order to track demographic changes over a period of time.



INTRODUCTION

The Lehigh Valley is one of the fastest growing regions in Pennsylvania From

1990 to 2000, the region's population growth ranked fourth in the state among fourteen

metropolitan statistical areas). Located in close proximity to both Philadelphia and New

York City, and claiming lower housing prices than both of these metropolitan housing

markets, which include Northern and Southern New Jersey, the Lehigh Valley has

continued to show potential for residential and commercial growth. Although

development trends still mirror the national trends for suburban spraw1, at least one of the

Valley's more urban neighborhoods, South Bethlehem., has recently been the center of

public attention for its future development potential.

The Lehigh Valley is typically defined as the Allentown/Bethlehem/Easton

metropolitan statistical area The population for the total metropolitan area was 637,958

in 2000. TIle City of Bethlehem accounted for 71,329 of the total population as the

second largest city in the Lehigh Valley, behind Allentown, Pennsylvania Just south of

the Lehigh River, nestled into the side of South Mountain, is the South Bethlehem section

of the city - a small, urban neighborhood of approximately 31,000 residents, compared to

the 71,329 for the entire Bethlehem area. South Bethlehem is currently most well-known

in a regional context as the home of Lehigh University. TIlis small city. though. has a

storied history surrounding the key role it once played in the nation's economic history

during the steel hoom of the 1900's.

E\·en though the steel industry has long since faded from the region. recent focus

on South Bethlehem has shifted to the redevelopment of the fonner Bethlehem Steellanu.

; "Back to Pr(\'perit)~ A Competitivc Agcnda for Rcnc\\ing Pcnnsylv:mi:l·, TIle Bn"X1kings Inslitution
Center on Urban and MetwIX1lit:m Policy. 2003



On the 160-acre site adjacent to the Lehigh River, the Sands BethWorks Corporation was

granted a license, in December 2006, from the State of Pennsylvania to develop a casino

and retail development on the now vacant steel production facilitl. The BethWorks

Now development is expected to improve the local tourism market by immediately

increasing the visitation to the area. The job creation created through the construction

process and ongoing operations of the casino also has the potential to stimulate the local

housing market.3

Prior to the BethWorks casino proposal, and certainly following its initial stages,

the Southside has experienced an increase in private investment in both conunercial and

residential markets. The business districts along East Third and Fourth Streets have

continued to experience an increase in newer businesses over the past decade. TIle

Banana Factory, at TIlird and New, marks the region's first fully designated artist studio

workspace, including a storefront gallery that is used for many purposes. The renovation

of a fom1er steel building, adjacent to the Banana Factory, into loft apartn1ents and the

hOI11e of the new "Starters Riverport Restaurant and Bar" has also hinted at the areas

renewed commercial potential. Various pockets of private real estate developn1ent,

including new townhouses going for four tin1es the price of adjacent, dilapidated

buildings, have caught the attention of many local politicians, community advocates,

faculty and students of area schools, and small business owners on the Southside. We '\'c

.'1('('11 this S0111e lfhere before, havell't we? What is it tal/l'd? Oh, yes - gentr({icatioll,

right?

2For full dccumentation on the S:mds BcthWorks pl:m \isit 'http://www.saveourstce1.org" fpr ;m 111l:lfc
fal1~' oCthc rn~r(lscd nKxlcl and a ncws archi\·c c(\\uing thc entire pl:mning prlXl'.sS.

F0r tull mlp.1Ct rqxlft l'O thc Sands BcthWorks plan \isit ·http://www.pgchstatc.l"\.l.usJllr_Sands.htm·
..,
.'



Gentrification is a buzz word that various groups have recently linked to the

Southside. Whether the private developer, who stands to gain from the increased

spending power of a higher socioeconomic resident base, or the community advocate,

who warns against potential displacement of long-time Southside residents, gentrification

has caught the attention of local policy makers and residents alike.

In brief, gentrification is a dramatic shift in a neighborhood's demographic

composition toward better educated and more affluent residents (Freeman, 2004). The

term itself has been connected to many issues of social equity in urban space, and it

carries with it certain undertones of racial and cultural tension, especially since the urban

class of gentrifiers has long been recognized as a mostly white, middle-class

demographic and those who continually face the threat of residential displacement in the

face of gentrification have long been defined as a low-income, minority population - the

most affected has historically been low-income, inner-city, African-American

households.

TIle South Bethlehem neighborhood's demographic, in a regional context, shows

a higher concentration of low-income, minority populations than surrounding suburban

areas. Recent demographic shifts have brought in newer residents of Hispanic origin. It

is no surprise that new townhouses selling in the upper-2oo's across the street from the

future BethWorks site and next door to dilapidated working class dwellings, have

sounded the alarms of gentrification and the looming threat of displacement. However. it

is important not to get carried away with the hype of gentrification hcforc carefully

understanding what it is.



The fact about gentrification is that there has been very little empirical research

done on this subject. What is even more problematic, in the context of South Bethlehem,

is that gentrification, up until very recently, has been considered solely a symptom of

demographic trends in large metropolitan areas. The empirical research documenting the

effects of gentrification in small cities, such as Bethlehem, is next to impossible to track

down, and it is still unclear whether gentrification is the appropriate tenn to describe the

future revitalization process of South Bethlehem and other urban centers in the Lehigh

Valley.

Recent studies on gentrification from a local perspective, conducted by Lehigh

Economics Professor Todd Watkins and one of his students, Katherine von Seekamm,

have concluded that an economic analysis of the recent trends in housing prices4 and

rental rates5 does not provide clear evidence for indicators of gentrification. TIle general

findings suggest that prices are appreciating all over the Lehigh Valley, and that South

Bethlehem has not necessarily been the recipient of an influx of higher income residents

seeking the amenities of more compact, urban neighborhoods. In fact, the general trend

in the Valley is still for sprawl development and the rapidly appreciating prices of

suhurhan homes.

As mentioned before, the Lehigh Valley was ranked fourth in the state with a

7.27c, population growth. Interestingly, though, 2nd-Class Townships. or suhurhan areas.

J "An E(.'onomic Analysis of Gentrification: Sl'uth BethleheTIl Pennsyl\"ania", K:1Ulerine \"nn Scckanull.
Lehigh University Undergradu:1te 111e"is
5 "On UlC Existence of GcntrifiGltinn in Sl'UUlside BeUl1chel1l as Expr'C"scd in Rents", Tl~d A. W:1tkins :md
~f. Garrett Rnth. 111e Martindale Center, E(.'('nol1lic i\l'tel-xx'k. Al!t-'lJst 2005.
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experienced 17.4% population growth from 1990 to 20006
. Cities in the Lehigh Valley,

including the South Bethlehem area, only grew in population by 0.7%. Even more

revealing is that the region lost young adults but added seniors during the 1990s. The

recent population trends, according to the 2005 American Community Survey, done by

the Census Bureau, suggest that the City of Bethlehem has experienced a 4% decrease in

population, from the 2000 figures of 71 ,329 to the current population level of 68, 144.

Gentrification does not necessarily mean population growth at a regional level, but we

would expect to see more growth in the cities compared to the suburbs where tIns social

phenomenon is most likely to be occurring. Such findings suggest that more research is

needed before we can make any assumptions about the nature of gentrification in South

Bethlehem. TIlerefore, a full review of previous literature on gentrification may shed

more light on this social phenomenon and may help us to decide upon its relevance as a

future public policy issue.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Gentrification is a relatively new social phenomenon that has caught the attention

of geographers, sociologists. urhan planners and policymakers in recent decades. Spurred

on hy a changing demographic shift hack to urhan reinvestment from the suhurhan spraWl

that began in the 1950's, gentrification has become a major force shaping urhan

neighborhoods since the 1970' s. evcn in the midst of thc continuing trend for sprawl.

TIlis dcmogmphic shift has hecn argued hy the proponents of gentrification as a possihle

solution to prohlems facing older central-cities. mainly the plight of concentrated

~ "Back to Pro:,pcrity: A Cl'l11pctitivc Agenda for Renc\\in~ Penn:,yl\'ania··. TI1C Bn,'kin~:' In:,titution
Center on Urhan and Mctmpolit:m Policy. 200:-
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poverty. Some watchdogs of the gentrification process, however, argue that the

displacement of disadvantaged households is inevitable (Kennedy and Leonard, 2001).

For the purpose of this research it is important to identify specifically what we are

looking for when we use the term gentrification. There are many competing defmitions,

and thus the word has become quite misunderstood over the years. In a 2001 Brookings

Institute Report on gentrification, Maureen Kennedy and Paul Leonard claim that

"gentrification is a politically loaded concept that generally has not been useful in

resolving growth and community change debates because its meaning is unclear"

(Kennedy and Leonard, 2001). I will attempt to clarify some of this misconception

behind the terminology, and attempt to find the most appropriate application of the

gentrification debate for South Bethlehem.

Defining the Gentrification Debate:

As mentioned above, gentrification can be defined as a dramatic shift in a

neighborhood's demographic composition toward better educated and more affluent

residents (Freeman et aI., 2004). As its name suggests, the tenn gentrification was

originally used to describe the residential movement of middle-class people. or the urban

gentry, into low-income areas of London in the mid-1900's (Zukin. 1981). At its core.

gentrification is primarily a social phenomenon that deals with demographic shifts in

urban environments (Vigdor. 2001; Freeman. 2004). Some researchers have focused on

the social and economic causes that create these demographic shifts (Smith. 1987: Zukin.

1991; Hanmett. 1991). while others have been more concemed with identifying the

7



characteristics of this "new urban class" that chooses to move back into urban

neighborhoods (Ley, 1986; Rose, 1984).

More comprehensive approaches defme gentrification as not just a social change,

but also a physical change in the housing stock and an economic change in the land and

housing markets (Smith, 1987). This orientation allows us to see a far more reaching

effect that the gentrification process can have on an urban environment. From this

perspective, "any adequate explanation of gentrification must cover both aspects of

housing and residents" (Hamnett, 1984). Gentrification brings a change in social

composition of an area, while also changing the nature of the housing stock in terms of

housing tenure, real estate prices and quality of condition in the existing buildings and

land.

More recent definitions have expanded the debate to include residential

displacement as a key element of gentrification. Kennedy and Leonard consider

gentrification as "the process by which higher income households displace lower income

residents of a neighborhood, changing the essential character and flavor of that

neighborhood" (Kennedy and Leonard, 2001). They define three key features of their

definition in that gentrification requires the inl'ol/llltary displacemellt of lower income

residents. Involuntary displaccment is considered the movement of any households duc

to any non-just-cause evictions, rapidly rising rents, or incrcases in property tax. TIle

second feature to their definition is that their must he a phy,'iical, as well as a

sorioecOTlOmir. CI/lIll,f!,e. TIms, an upgradc in housing stock senoes as a visible fonn of

gentrification. TIle third feature of their definition is that it changes the character and

.t1aror (~f the neighborhood. TIlis aspect of gentrification intmduces questions alxlut the

8



racial and cultural tensions that exist when new residents move into a neighborhood and

alter the nature of goods and services that had once been provided.

There are others still who use the term gentrification synonymously with the term

inner-city revitalization (Ley, 1986). This, however, assumes that most forms of urban

redevelopment are by nature a form of gentrification, neglecting the specific demographic

and cultural changes that were used to define the term gentrification to begin with.

Recent studies have tried to clarify some of these misconceptions, and Kennedy

and Leonard spend some time defining what gentr~ficatioll is 1I0t. It does not

automatically occur when higher income residents move into a lower income

neighborhood (Kennedy and Leonard, 2001). If the middle-class in-movers are of too

small a scale then there will he no major effects on the low-income population. Also, if

there are plenty of vacant buildings and land, then redevelopment may be able to occur

without the process of gentrification. Likewise, economic development does not imply

gentrification. Certainly the nature of the economic development is a major factor. We

will look at this more closely when we get to the theoretical explanations for

gentrification. Before deciding on what aspects of gentrification to focus on for the

purposes of this study, we must look closer at its key elements.

Potelltial Outcomes:

Defenders of gentrification have argued for the positive social and economic

benefits of hringing middle-class residents hack into impoverished inner-city

neighhorhoods. An influx of higher income residents into an area will increase the local

ta:'\ hase (Vigdor. 2001: Hampson. 2005: Kennedy and Leonard. 2(01) which provides

<)



the opportunity for neighborhoods to obtain better public services (Freeman, 2004).

Safer streets, better trash pick-up, and increased law enforcement (Hampson, 2005) are

just a few of the advantages of this shift in tax revenues. Increased tax revenues may also

provide local governments with the ability to lower tax burdens for poor residents

(Vigdor, 2001). Gentrification, by nature, increases real estate values and equity for

homeowners (Kemledy and Leonard, 2001), which may provide low-income and

minority homeowners with the potential for social and economic mobility.

The changing demographics of a neighborhood will provide new investment

capital in housing, retail and cultural services (Freeman, 2004). The increased spending

power of a higher socioeconomic resident base creates new incentives for commercial

and retail services which ultimately provide jobs for neighborhoods lacking sufficient

employment opportunities for its indigenous population (Vigdor, 2001). While housing

costs may increase along with this shift, the proponents of gentrification argue that

increased job opportunities and reduced tax burdens counteract the effects of rising

housing expenses (Vigdor, 2001).

Gentrification has also been proposed as a solution to racial segregation

(Hampson, 2005). If gentrification occurs without the threat of displacement there is an

opportunity to increase socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic integration in urhan

neighborhoods (Freeman. 2004). Even more importantly, this process of integration has

been considered essential in order to decrease the urban concentration of poverty

(Vigdor. 200 I; Kennedy and Leonard, 2001). TIle evolution of more heterogeneous

neighborhoods may potentially eliminate the concentrated poverty that is thought to

diminish the life chances of the poor in depressed neighhorhoods (Wilson. 1987). Some

10



also suggest that poor households are more likely to exit poverty themselves than to be

replaced by a nonpoor household (Vigdor, 2001). The assumed benefits of gentrification

have led some policymakers and govenunent officials to actively support this

demographic shift by making the attraction of middle and upper-middle income residents

back to their cities a leading priority, to revitalize the tax base.

Concerns about the negative side effects of gentrification have typically been

centered on the debate of residential displacement. Although some researchers have

suggested that the demographic shifts of changing neighborhoods are due to natural

succession within the housing market (Freeman, 2004; Vigdor, 2001), it is hard to ignore

that the threat of displacement casts a large shadow of suspicion and fear over the

gentrification debate. Some argue that the very nature of gentrification is involuntary

displacement of renters, homeowners, and local businesses, along with increasing rents

for renters and business owners (Kennedy and Leonard, 2001).

Another potential negative outcome can be seen in tenus of class and racial

resentments between in-movers and the indigenous population of a neighborhood. In

many aspects of our historical economic development, residential segregation occurs with

the support of public and private sector institutions (Kennedy and Leonard. 2001).

Gentrification has been argued by some opponents as a continued fonn of institutional

racism which breeds new fonns of residential segregation. in the same way that urban

spraWl and the resulting 'white flight' created a history of segregated neighborhoods that

peaked in the mid-19OO' s.

As previously mentioned. gentrification can change the flavor and character of a

neighlx1rhood (Kennedy and Leonard. 2001). A loss of original residents. and the

11



locally-owned, small businesses that provided their goods and services, has an impact on

the unique cultural and ethnic institutions once provided by that neighborhood. Many

times these are the aspects of urban neighborhoods which attract certain middle-class

residents into neighborhoods to begin with Some oppose gentrification from the

perspective of anti-corporate, anti-consumption activism Since developing

neighborhoods have historically seen small, independent businesses replaced by larger

chain stores and regionally dominant business enterprises, the gentrification process has

been linked to a process of economic and social inequality. Some local advocates claim

that we will see a similar trend with the BethWorks development, where chain stores and

non-locally owned franchises will eventually create a strain on the small businesses along

the East Third and Fourth Street business districts.

The gentrification process, in equilibrium, may be able to provide enough benefits

to residents to counter increased costs and other financial burdens. However, problems

arise when low-status households experience increased housing costs "without sufficient

compensation in tenns of increased income, and without discemible changes in self

assessed housing unit quality, public service quality, or neighborhood quality" (Vigdor,

2(01). Gentrification can impose great financial and social costs for residents in any

neighborhood. If development is to be equitable then decision-makers must anticipate

these potentially hannful effects. What seems to be certain is that rapid gentrification

hrings more prohlems than does slow hut steady revitalization (Kennedy and Leonard.

2(01). Therefore. it is imp(]rtant to develop preventative measures and policy that can

provide equitahle dewlopment for all residents and husinesses in a gentrifying

neighhorhood.

12



Indicators ofGentrification:

There has been extensive research over the past few decades to identify potential

indicators of gentrification. Past research has found significant income differentials

between gentrifiers and the displaced (LeGates and Hartman, 1981). Some measure of

housing prices and/or rental levels is also an important indicator (Marcuse, 1986). The

combination of income and rent indicators appears to be much more satisfactory though,

in that census tracts with significant increases in both measures are clearly targets of

gentrification (Schaffer and Smith, 1986).

Other studies have suggested that education and occupation serve as better

indicators of gentrification. The use of rents alone may miss new arrivals who are

homeowners, apartment owners, or condo owners. In tenns of monitoring changes in

socioeconomic status in a neighborhood, the three major indicators of social status 

education, occupation and income - are highly correlated and arguably serve as

appropriate indicators for gentrification. However, empirical studies done in Canadian

cities indicate that income is not as sensitive to demographic changes as education and

occupational distinctions in separating out social classes (Ley and Mercer, 1980). There

are certain situations where empty nesters, young artists and college students, may not

immediatcly show up as an increasc in income although they change other aspects of the

social environmcnt. Education is an important variahlc becausc it reprcsents the

changing cultural capital of thc ncw class of in-moYers.



Preconditions for Gentrification:

Beyond the potential indicators of the gentrification process, the literature

suggests that there are certain preconditions that must be present in order for this social

phenomenon to be likely to take place in a geographic area Gentrification has typically

been studied in large metropolitan areas. There is little evidence that this process looks

the same, or if it is even relevant, in smaller metropolitan areas. A neighborhood that is

dilapidated, depopulated, yet still essentially attractive (Hampson, 2005), may provide a

breeding ground for gentrification, but there must also be the presence of gentrifiers to

begin with. As sociologist Chris Harnnett explains it, "a pool of new middle class

potential gentrifiers is a necessary pre-requisite for gentrification to take place. So is the

existence of a stock of potentially gentrifiable areas and houses" (Hamnett, 1991).

We can see gentrification wherever there are key social and economic phenomena

such as changing demographics towards a higher socioeconomic resident base and shifts

in consumer preferences towards urban lifestyles (Ley, 1986), professional clustering in

cities to provide services for the gentrifiers (Freeman, 2004), and a history of

disinvestments that creates ripe opportunities for reinvestment, such as suhurhan spraWl

and the impact of 'white flight' that leaves inner-city neighborhoods full of potential for

redevelopment (Smith, 1987).

Another important precondition is the presence of a tight housing market. Tight

housing markets are considered arcas where "housing prices arc high, housing is in short

supply compared to joh growth. and housing appropriate for the needs of workers is not

located ncar johs" (Kennedy and Leonard. 2(01). Another aspect of limited supply is

where there is not enough space for redeYelopment. which can he detemlined hy

14



examining the vacancy rate in an area Neighborhoods with high vacancy rates will

lower the effects of displacement (Vigdor, 2001). Lower vacancy rates will reduce the

supply for developable properties and thus, make the competition for affordable housing

in attractive neighborhoods even tighter, increasing the potential for gentrification.

Theoretical Explanations:

Assuming the conditions for gentrification are ripe, there are many competing

causes and explanations for why gentrification occurs. Much of the theoretical work on

the topic has focused on two opposing fields of theory, a production-side approach and a

consumption-side approach. The work of Neil Smith has been most closely related to the

production-side approach and his theory on the rent gap, "the gap between the actual

capitalized ground rent (land value) of a plot of land given its present use and the

potential ground rent that might be gleaned under a 'higher and better' usc" (Smith,

1987). In other words, gentrification is most likely to occur in areas experiencing a large

gap between actual and potential land values. According to a production-side approach,

gentrification is the product of a history of disinvestments that creates ripe opportunities

for reinvestment. The movement of capital to the suhurhs along with the continual

depreciation of inner city capital eventually produces the rent gap (Smith, 1979).

Critics of the production-side approach claim that it overemphasizes the

production of gentrifiahle properties, or properties where Smith's rent gap exists, while

underemphasizing the consumer preferences of an urhan class of gentrifiers. David Ley's

work has focused mostly on the consumption-hased approach, as an altemative to

Smith's rent gap theory. Ley focuses on the role of gentrifters, or the 'class in
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emergence' as he terms it, as an important determinant of where and when gentrification

is likely to occur. From a consumption-based approach, gentrifiers are not just attracted

to areas that have a significant amount of gentrifiable properties, but are also attracted by

certain cultural and architectural amenities that urban neighborhoods must provide in

order to be targeted for gentrification. Many gentrifying neighborhoods have a historical

significance to them, and still consist of attractive and architecturally interesting

properties.

Also, the form of economic development that happens in a city, mentioned

previously, is an important part of producing this class of gentrifiers. Job growth in the

white-collar service sectors of urban downtowns leads to the production of professionals,

managers and other white-collar workers who then provide the demand base for housing

re-investment in the inner city (Ley, 1986). For the most part, this is why gentrification

has been limited to certain large metropolitan areas, and even within these cities, only

certain types of neighborhoods have experienced gentrification.

Chris Hamnett argues that a more comprehensive explanation of the causes of

gentrification must consider both sides of production and consumption. On one hand, the

disinvestments of the inner city have produced the possibility of capital reinvestment.

TIlC role of builders, developers, landlords, mortgage lendcrs, government agencies. and

real estate agents all playa crucial role in producing a gentrifiable market. However.

Hanmctt argues that Smith, and other production-sidc theorists, undcremphasize the role

of the gentrifiers. "Gentrification without gentrifiers does not exist" (Hamnett, 1991).

Hamnett's integrated theory of gentrification considers hoth the existence of a rent gap

and the supply of potential gentrifiers. Referring to TahIe 1, where there is no rent gap.
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gentrification is not likely to occur. Where there is a rent gap, but no potential

gentrifiers, gentrification once again is not likely to occur. When there is a supply of

potential gentritiers, there must be inner-city demand by a section of the "new class" of

gentrifiers. When the two elements, a rent gap and a supply of potential gentrifiers with a

demand for the inner-city, are present the process of gentrification is most likely to occur

(Harnnett, 1991). Harnnett leaves it up for debate on whether or not the presence of a

class of gentrifiers with inner city preferences is enough of a condition to produce

gentrification even without the presence of a rent gap in any available neighborhoods.

Table 1: Integrated Theory of Gentrificution7

Rent gap exists No Rent gap exists

No potential gentriJiers No gentrification No gentrification

Supply ofpotential gentriJiers exists

No inner city demand No gentrification No gentrification

Inner city preference by a section Gentrification Gentrification?
of the 'new class'

A Problem with the Language:

Regarding the situation in South Bethlehem, it appears that some of the literature

on gentrification would suggest that this area does not necessarily exhihit some of the

conditions that are common to this social phenomenon. ll1is leads us to believe that there

might be a prohlem with the language, in that we are using gentrification to discuss other

issues of urhan revitalization.

. RClTc~lti(\n of HanUlctrs "Conditicos fl'f ~cntrifiC~lti(l11 sd1cma··. HanmctL 1991.
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The consumption-based approach emphasizes the role that gentrifiers plays in this

process. By nature, the urban amenities that gentrifiers usually seek are typically located

in large metropolitan areas. It is questionable to assume that a smaller city like

Bethlehem could compete with the cultural amenities in large urban centers like New

Yark and Philadelphia, in order to attract a significant number of this 'new class' to the

region. Lower housing prices alone may not be enough to attract significant residential

and commercial development to the area

As suggested earlier, a certain type of economic development is usually needed to

support this type of demographic shift. Large metropolitan areas with downtown, white

collar service-sector development are most likely to experience some form of

gentrification. What we are experiencing in South Bethlehem is definitely conunercial

development, but it is an entertainment-based development which is not likely to support

the type of jobs that would attract middle-income residents to reside in South Bethlehem

Likewise, gentrifiers are typically attracted to neighborhoods with historical

significance and a supply of attractive, architecturally appealing houses. It is arguable

that South Bethlehem fulfills the historical needs, with its industrial heritage, but most of

the housing stock was built to house the workers of Bethlehem Steel. There is a limited

supply of architecturally significant housing that is mostly found in large urban centers.

It is also important to keep in mind the current demographic trends mentioned above: the

cities of the Lehigh Valley continue to experience an increase in low-income, minority

households, the region is losing its younger population, and development in suhurhan

areas exceeds inner-city revitalization efforts.
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The theoretical analysis up to this point suggests that gentrification, or at least a

rapid influx of higher socioeconomic residents, may not be the most likely social

phenomenon that will face South Bethlehem in the years to come. This does not limit,

however, the fact that South Bethlehem is still in the midst of some form of urban

revitalization that deserves our full attention in the form of continued research and policy

agendas. From this point on we will attempt to focus on various issues of revitalization

that pertain to South Bethlehem, with attention to the fact that gentrification may not be

the best term to describe the current redevelopment of the Southside.

Studying the Impact ofRevitalizatio/l in South Bethlehem:

What aspects of neighborhood revitalization arc relevant to the research in South

Bethlehem? Is displacement the key issue here? Displacement appears to he the main

coneem of local conununity activists - as is conunon in most neighborhoods where this

issue becomes a 'hot topic'. Recent literature on displacement studies (Freeman, 2004;

Vigdor, 2(01) suggests that there are inconclusive results on whether or not changing

demographics are the main cause of residential displacement. TIle claim is that low

income families move just as much in gentrifying areas as they do in non-gentrifying

areas. Freeman claims that low-income households are 15% less likely to move in

gentrifying neighborhoods than in non-gentrifying neighhorhoods. TIle reasons given to

account for this are that older neighhorhoods typically have a high tumover rate anyway.

What we are seeing is the natural succession of the housing market. not displacement

(Freeman. 2004: Vigdor. 200 1). TIlese assumptions. however. tend to underestimate the

impact of appreciating housing markets. since low-income households tend to move a lot
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anyway. The goal should not be to maintain the general trends, but to improve upon

them

If rising costs are connected to neighborhoods that are experiencing revitalization,

then we must ask the question of why displacement would not occur in some

redeveloping areas while it proliferates in other areas. There is documentation that

suggests certain policy interventions such as homeownership programs, rent regulations

and other government subsidies limit the rate of displacement (Hampson, 2005), but there

are also various individual responses to increased burdens. Some residents may begin

inviting friends and family to move in to their houses to help cover increased expenses.

TIlis is sometimes known as doubling or tripling up. Other residents may be willing to

make agreements with their landlord that they will do extra work on their homes in order

to maintain an affordable rent. Another reason could be that people are forced to devote

more of their income to housing expenses, or take on extra jobs to cover increased costs.

Whatever the individual response is, these adjustments suggest a decreased

standard of living for low-income households that are attempting to 'hold on' in the face

of rising housing costs. Even Freeman's study suggested that increased rent burdens,

total proportion of household income that goes to paying monthly rent, were still

problematic in gentrifying neighborhoods. TIle average rent burden for poor households

living in gentrifying neighborhoods, where rental increase was significant, was 61 C7c

during the study period, in contrast to a lower 52CJ for poor households living outside of

gentrifying neighborhoods (Freeman et aJ.. 2(04).

If the ultimatc question we are asking is - do some/onns (~furball rerlta/izatioll

hann the poor:' - we must also hroaden our understanding that displacemcnt may only re
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a side effect of other neighborhood changes that cause households to adjust for increasing

housing costs. In the event that residential displacement is not occurring at an alanning

rate, various revitalization efforts still have the ability to decrease the living standards of

poor households due to increased housing costs, where families lose out on expendable

income as a larger percentage of household income goes towards rent, taxes and local

goods and services which begin to cater to a higher-class clientele.

Therefore, for the purposes of this study, the key phenomenon we are looking for

can be represented by financial burdens, or market pressures, on homeowners and

renters, regardless of whether the potential for displacement is present. Most of the

literature that has been reviewed thus far is concemed with the displacement issue, but

they study the impact of displacement after the fact. This study attempts to define the

financial characteristics of households before displacement is inevitable and, therefore, is

concemed with identifying the characteristics of the local population that are most

vulnerable to increasing financial pressures.

On one hand, policy intervention, in the fonn of rent regulation and other

govenunent subsidies, appears to have an impact on displacement rates during periods of

revitalization. On the other hand, residents may be willing to trade in for a lower

standard of living in order to stay put in their neighborhood. [sn't this just as problematic

to the health and vitality ofa community as displa(('ml'llt is? Regardless of whether or

not the economic data shows anything relevant in the near future, the "street-level"

anecdotes that can he collected from the residents themselves may he sufficiently

compelling in order to gain support for a proactive fX)licy agenda that not only addresses

the issue of displacement hut also a standard of living issue for Southside residents.
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Therefore, the major goals of this research are: 1) to develop baseline indicators

of local household characteristics which can be used in future studies, known as housing

succession studies, to determine whether displacement is happening, and 2) to assess the

perceived standard of living and whether market pressures are creating increased

financial problems for residents.

THE SOUTH BETHLEHEM RESIDENT SURVEY

A door-to-door survey of randomly sampled parcel addresses in South Bethlehem

was conducted during a 6 month period from September 2006 to February 2007. TIle

survey instrument is meant to find out whether neighborhood residents are experiencing

the financial pressures that typically indicate the early stages of the revitalization process.

A comprehensive database of parcel addresses in South Bethlehem was acquired from the

Lehigh Valley Plmming Commission. TIle target area to be studied is displayed below in

Map 18
• Any addresses owned hy Lehigh University, the City of Bethlehem, or other

puhlicly-owned properties were removed from the sampling frame.

Mop I: South Bcthlchcm Tarl:Ct Arca

Cpnl.. City B.lhl.hpm

South '"<>unb in
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Therefore, the major goals of this research are: 1) to develop baseline indicators

of local household characteristics which can be used in future studies, known as housing

succession studies, to determine whether displacement is happening, and 2) to assess the

perceived standard of living and whether market pressures are creating increased

financial problems for residents.

THE SOUTH BETHLEHEM RESIDENT SURVEY

A door-to-door survey of randomly sampled parcel addresses in South Bethlehem

was conducted during a 6 month period from September 2006 to February 2007. TIle

survey instrument is meant to tind out whether neighborhood residents are experiencing

the financial pressures that typically indicate the early stages of the revitalization process.

A comprehensive database of parcel addresses in South Bethlehem was acquired from the

Lehigh Valley Planning Commission. TIle target area to be studied is displayed below in

Map 18
. Any addresses owned by Lehigh University, the City of Bethlehem, or other

publicly-owned properties were removed from the sampling frame.

Map 1: Soulh Belhlehem Torl:Cl Area
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Out of an estimated 3,000 parcels, two random samples of 150 units each were

taken. These 300 addresses were added to 4 previous pilot surveys to create a fInal

database of 304 parcels. TIus sample included a range of residential, commercial, nllxed

use and vacant land. Although the survey was developed for a residential sample,

infonnation on other land uses, such as commercial property and vacant or abandoned

structures, is also considered important for continuing studies on how the parcel sample is

changing over time.

TIle surveys were conducted during two separate data collection periods. The

first wave of surveys was taken from an original sample of 150 addresses. These were

conducted in the fall semester of 2006. A group of eleven graduate students, from a

research methods course within the Sociology Department at Lehigh University, were

selected to assist me with the fIrst wave of the data collection process. The group was

trained on survey procedures by Lehigh faculty. Groups of two were created, and each

group was given a sub-sanlple of parcel addresses to survey. After this period, another

150 addresses were sampled and additional funds were obtained to hire four of the

original eleven graduate students to assist with another round of surveys.

Each surveyor was required to wear a badge that showed the logo of the

Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley. This was used as a point of entry

into the neighborhood so that respondents who were at least familiar with this local

organization would be more likely to talk to us. TIle surveyors were instructed to confirm

that all potential respondents were at least 18 years of age. When answering the door,

potential respondents were asked whether or not they lived there and, if so, whether they

were familiar with the mortgage or rent situation for their household and if they could
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answer questions about these topics. For the fIrst round of surveys, postcards were sent

out to each address in the sample to provide them information about the surveys that we

were collecting. Postcards were not sent out tor the second round of surveys due to

funding limitations. A Spanish version of the survey was translated by a staff member at

CACLV. Two of the graduate students on the survey team were bilingual and were

assigned sections most likely to have the highest rate of Spanish speakers. In the end, 70

interviews were completed from within the entire 304 parcel sample, including the 4 pilot

interviews that were conducted by me in August 20069
.

The South Bethlehem Resident Survey 10, an 8 page questionnaire which takes

approximately fIfteen to thirty minutes to complete, was used as the main data collection

tool for this research. The survey consists of six different sections which attempt to

describe the sample with both quantitative and qualitative measures, from attitudes and

opinions about self-assessed neighborhood quality, to measures of current fInancial

problems, to land use observations about the physical conditions and structures that arc

visited in the parcel sample.

TIle fIrst section deals mostly with an assessment of neighborhood quality. ll1

which the respondents answered questions about their length of residence in South

Bethlehem. their opinions ahout whether thcir ncighhorhood has improved or worsened

since they have lived there. and specific questions reflecting their attitudes ahout how the

BethWorks casino development will affect the neighborhood.

Q A map of the sratialla)\,ut of the completed survcys Gin bc f<1Und m page 2S in thc "Rc$u!ts :md
Anal\:-is" section.
10 S~ Appc.ndix I for an <,tTicial (\'py d thc survey f<'rm
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The second section starts off by asking the respondents about their knowledge on

specific tenns related to fmancial literacy (budgeting, credit, loans, investing, saving,

home equity, refinancing, predatory lending, gentrification and property flipping) and

whether or not they would be interested in attending community educational workshops

about these topics. Then it moves on to a series of original scales that are meant to assess

the level of financial pressure that the household is currently facing. The first part asks

the respondent about specific financial problems that the household may have dealt with

in the past year. The second part asks the respondent to identify what they perceive to be

the potential causes of those financial problems. The third component of tins section asks

the respondent to identify specific adjustments that they have had to make in order to

compensate for rising housing costs. These three parts within section two will be referred

to later as: Problem Points, Perception of Causes, and Compensation Points. Problem

Points and Compensation Points will he used to develop the overall Pressure Level Scale.

The third section of the survey is specifically for homeowners. It asks each

homeowner whether they have received any offers to sell their house in the past year, and

provides space for any details that the respondent can remember about the most recent

offer including: how the offer was received, what exactly was offered, any contact

infonnation they still have availahle, what their response was to the offer, how much they

think their house is actually worth, and whether these offers have increased over the past

year. l1ley are also asked whether they know anyone in the neighborhood who has

received offers to sell their house. l1lere is a similar set of questions ahout whether the

homeowner has received any offers to refinance their mortgage in the past year.
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The fourth section of the survey is specifically for renters. It asks each renter

whether their montWy rent has increased in the past year and provides space for details

including: how much the increase was in dollar amounts, whether the increase was

problematic, how they adjusted to tltis increase, what they think the reason was for trus

increase and whether they trunk that the current rent is fair for their housing unit. They

are then asked whether they know anyone in the neighborhood that has had fmancial

problems due to increasing rents. After that, the renters are asked about residential

displacement and whether they have had to move as the result of increasing rents in the

past year, with space provided for details. TIley are also asked whether they know

anyone in the neighborhood that has had to move due to increasing rents. Finally, they

are asked whether they are concemed they may have to move out of the neighborhood

within the next three years due to increasing housing costs.

TIle final two sections deal with demographics and land use observations.

Section five asks for information on the number of people living in the house, and how

many are below 18 years of age. TIlere are also questions about the primary language

spoken, what they consider to be their race and ethnicity, and questions regarding highest

level of education completed, and estimate household income before taxes. Age, sex and

housing tenure (own or rent) arc recorded at the beginning of the survey. TIle land usc

section was completed hy the surveyor after the intervicw was either successfully

completed or unsuccessfully attempted at least twice. TIle surveyor recorded infonllation

C1n the current land use of the parcel (residential, commcrciaL mixed-use. vacant land.

etc.). occupancy status. huilding type. number of stC1ries. unit number that was surwyed.

number of vacancies C1n the hlock. any names or affiliatiC111S of commercial
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establishments, and any other comments that would provide qualitative information about

the housing characteristics. This information will be valuable for tracking changes with

successive studies of the same parcel sample.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Out of 304 parcels taken from the random sample of addresses from within the

18015 zip code of South BetWehem. including the 4 pilot interviews, the survey team

collected a total of 302 land use observations, with 2 missing observations. Out of the

302 land use ohservations, 273 parcels were considered residential or mixed-use units

where a potential respondent could be found 11. Tahle 2 shows the result of these 273

parcels where an interview was attempted.

Tablc 2 - Summary of Attempted Rcsidcnt SUn'cys

Completed Surveys 70 25.6%

No Survey Completed 203 74.4%

No one home 84 30.8%

Refusal 70 25.6%

Vac,ml House 27 9.9%

Other Reasons 22 8.1%

Residential and Mixed-Use Parcels 273

From Tahle 2, we can see that there was only a 25.6% response rate for successful

surveys. However, from these 273 parcels, only 80.21/(- were found to he occupied, which

gave us 219 total parcels where interviews could be completed. The 70 surveys

completed from a valid 219 parcels create a 32<ib response rate. If we factor in other

reasons why intcrvicws could not he complctcd at these 219 addrcsses (no onc home. no

onc at least 18 ycars old present. languagc harriers betwecn rcspondcnts and survcyor.

11 Fl"lf" a detailed description (1f land usc 0hsCT\"3til1TIS sec AppendiX 2.
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etc.) we ended up with 140 addresses where surveys technically could be completed,

creating a 50% response rate. Map 2 below shows the distribution of completed surveys

throughout the target area

Map 2 - Completed Surveys
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Vacancy Rates:

From the 273 residential units, our sample had a vacancy rate of nearly 10%, as

displayed in Table 2 above. TIlis corresponds to a vacancy rate of 7% from the Census

2000 data on the 18015 zip code area. If we include the parcels from our sample that

were labeled as either vacant land or other non-residential, undeveloped space, the rate

for potential development goes up to nearly l3C7(1 of the total parcel stock in the sample.

Map 3 below shows the spatial distrihution of all vacant parcels recorded in the sample.
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Map 3 - Distribution of Vacant Parcels
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The high vacancy rate is a notable finding because it alludes to the fact that

revitalization in this area may not immediately lead to displacement tension, since the

vacancy rate is still relatively high. There seems to be enough property available for

redevelopment that would keep the housing market from becoming tight. New York City

typically removes enforcement of rent regulations for neighborhoods whose vacancy

rates rise above 5% of the total housing stock l2
. Some recent articles on gentrification,

such as Hampson's article on the Harlem neighhorhood in New York City, have seen the

effects of gentrification in the midst of a lower vacancy rate of only 2% (Hampson,

2005).

Demographic characteristics:

From the summary statistics of the sample demographics. it seems that our

sample is fairly close to the population residing in the 18015 zip code according to

;2 On-line Sl'Urce: hllp:f/fl11hamfazelle.cl'm/articIcJDenx'p"aphiC-'1200312WISII99
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Census 2000 data Various categories of race, education, income and housing tenure

show similar proportions between sample and census categories. The census category for

race is a hard statistic to compare to our sample since our interviewees consider

categories such as Hispanic, Latino or Spanish as their race, while the census considers

Hispanic and Latino origins under a separate variable. However, we can compare a more

simplified variable for race, the ratio of Hispanic or Latino residents to that of Non-

Hispanic or Non-Latino residents. In 2000, 23.9% of the population was considered

Hispanic or Latino, and 76.1 % was considered Not Hispanic or Latino. Our sample is

close to these estimates, in that we have 25.8% Hispanic or Latino, and 74.2% Non-

Hispanic or Non-Latino. Table 3 shows the p-value scores for a test of significance on

the difference between the proportions for a few key demographic categories.

Table 3 - Comparison of ProportiolL'i for Census and Sample Demographics

Categories Census Sample P-value

Hispanic or Latino origin 23.9% 25.8% .406

Language spoken at home, English only 72.9% 78.6% .176

High school diploma or higher 74.6% 78.8% .274

Bachelor's degree or higher 22.1% 21.1% .516

Household income of less than $15,000 22.5% 34.3% .007**

Male 50.5% 48.6% .419

Female 49.5% 51.4% .419

Households with children under 18 34.5% 41.4% .174

Owncr-occupicd housing 60.3% 57.1% .336

Renter-occupied housing 39.77(' 42.9% .336

Slgnijicancr ofdiJjrr('ncrs: ·p<.IO. """p <.05.•up<.Ol. binomial t('.~t.~ for comparison ofproportions.

Our sample shows a relativcly lower income lewl than the census data. 34.3% of

the sample makes S14.999 Of less. compared to only 22.5% from the census. which is the

only statistically significant difference !()und in Tahle 3. Only 17.1 % of the sample
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makes $50,000 or more, compared to 34.8% from the census 13
• The significant disparity

in income is likely attributable to the fact that our survey target area does not perfectly

match the 18015 zip code area As displayed in Map 4, the survey area is focused on the

more centralized, denser neighborhoods, where lower-income households are more likely

to be found, compared to less dense, more dispersed sections of the zip code area The

difference in income level could also be due to the fact that Census 2000 figures may

already be outdated. If South Bethlehem has actually experienced an increase in lower-

income households then this could account for why our income measures are different.
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An initial look at the survcy results suggests that therc is some amhiguity ahout

whether or not the residents from thc sample arc currently experiencing a significant level

of financial pressure. One of the key questions from the survey asked the respondents

L' $('(' Appendix 3 fl" ml"'fC detaIled infl"'fmation 011 \.'Cmus :md sample dem'~p-aphic."
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about increased housing expenses. "In the past year, have increased housing expenses

left you and your family with less money for other things?" As Figure 1 shows, there is a

significant percentage of households that answered 'Yes' to this question, 37.7%. If we

also count those who responded 'No, a lack of money left for other things is still a

problem. but it is not the result of increased housing expenses', 11.6%, we fmd that

nearly 50% of the sample is experiencing some form of financial pressure.

Figure 1: Increascd Housing Expcnscs

IncExpense: In the past Y""'. have incrmsed housing expenses lelt you and
your lamily with less money lor other things?

.Yes
No. ° lack of
money left for
other things is sbl

Iio problem. blJ II
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ONo, not °problerr
01 thIS bme

• MISSing

A closcr look at a few othcr key variahles, however, tends to show us that

financial pressure may not he a very prevalent issue. One of the first sections of the

surveys asks the respondents to answer a number of questions alxmt whether they have

experienced financial prohlcms in thc past year. referred to as Prohlem Points. Tahle 4

shows the percentages for each item in this section.
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Table 4: Problem Points - For each one, can you tell me if it was no problem, a small problem, or a
big problem for you and your family in the past year?

No Problem Small Problem Big Problem

Paying your mortgage 83.8% 10.8% 5.4%

Paying your rent 72.4% 10.3% 17.2%

Paying your car payment 87.9% 7.6% 4.5%

Paying your utility bills 67.7% 23.1% 9.2%

Paying for groceries 74.6% 19.4% 6.0%
or other essential items
Paying for entertainment activities 72.7% 13.6% 13.6%

Paying for non-essential items 73.1% 14.9% 11.9%
(clothing, toys, etc.)

Paying for gas, 63.1% 24.6% 12.3%
or other transportation costs

The percentages from Table 4 show that the majority of our respondents were not

facing an overwhelming number of financial problems in the past year. 'No Problem'

was the IIDst popular answer for all eight items in this section, with "paying your utility

hills" and "paying for gas, or other transportation costs" as the most prominent 'Small

Prohlem', and "paying your rent" as the most identified 'Big Prohlem'.

We find somewhat similar results when we asked the respondents to consider how

they would compensate for rising costs. Tahle 5 helow displays the results for the

Compensation Points section. Oncc again, we find that the most popular answer for eight

out of ninc questions in this section is 'No'. meaning that thcy have not yet had to do

many of the~c things to compensate for rising costs. nor do they foresee that they will

have to do these things to compensate in the near future.
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Table 5: CompellS8tion Points - Please indicate if any of the following iteOl'i are things that you have
done, or think you might have to do in the future in order to compcllS8te for rising costs.

Yes No Might Have To

Refinanced your mortgage in order to have 9.7% 77.4% 12.9%
cash to pay for debts or other purchases

Sold your house in order to payoff other 0.0% 90.9% 9.1%
expenses

Made agreements with landlord to do extra 3.6% 78.6% 17.9%
work on house in order to maintain affordable
rent
Looked for another house or apartment with 44.8% 37.9% 17.2%
cheaper rent and/or utility costs

Invited friends or family to move into your 17.5% 73.0% 9.5%
house in order to help cover expenses

Sought out the help of a local community 18.0% 75.4% 6.6%
agency to get financial assistance for utility
bills
Used a credit card to make purchases that you 27.4% 67.7% 4.8%
nonnally would have paid for with cash

Taken out temporary loans to help cover 13.1% 80.3% 6.6%
expenses

Devoted more of your income to housing 44.3CJ(, 50.8% 4.9%
expenses, which has left you with less
exnendable income
Taken on an extra job in order to cover 24.6% 63.9% 11.5%
expenses

The only question where 'Yes' was the majority answer was for renters. where

44.8CJ0 answered that they "looked for another house or apartmcnt with cheaper rcnt

and/or utilities" and another 17.2lj(- said they 'Might Have To'. This figure corresponds

to the previous section where the highest response of 'Big Problcm' dealt with renters -

"paying your rent". TIle item "dcvoted more of your income to housing expenses, which



has left you with less expendable income" is essentially the same question that we saw

earlier about increased housing expenses. Once again, nearly 50% of the residents

expressed some concern with 44.3% answering 'Yes', and another 4.9% answering

'Might Have To'. Although the majority ofrespondents are still mostly answering 'No'

to these questions there seems to be some significant cause for alann Nearly 25% of the

sample has had to take on an extra job in order to cover rising costs. 27% admit that they

regularly have to make purchases with their credit card when they would rather use caslt

44% of the sample said that they have less disposable income than in the past. These

numbers, although perhaps not overwhelming, lead us to believe that financial pressures

may be a growing concern. Another way to view this data is to look at what proportion

of the sample is experiencing multiple items for the Problem Points and Compensation

Points. Figure 2 shows the percentages for respondents by the number of items that they

consider problematic.

Fi~re 2: PercentJl~e of Sample Reportin~Multiple Financial Problems
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As expected, 46% of the sample reports no problems at all. Another 27% fall into

the I to 3 problems category. Interestingly another 27% of the sample is experiencing 4

or more of these fmancial problems. Nearly 5% (3 respondents) claim that all of these

issues were problematic for them in the past year.

Figure 3: Percentage of Sample Reporting Multiple Compensation Techniques
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CompPlsReport: Number of items reported as Yes or Might Have To '"

TIle same things can be done for the Compensation Points, shown in Figure 3.

Only about 33Cff of the sample answered 'No' to all the compensation questions. 36%

fall in the I to 3 compensation techniques range, and another 30CJc have 4 or more

compensation problems. When we look at the data this way. it leads us to believe that

there is a significant percentage of the sample that is feeling some fonn of financial

pressure at this point.

TIlere were also a number of questions peI1aining to homeowners that we asked to

find out what kinds of financial pressures can be found in the housing market. TIle

following. shown in Figure 4 helow. are percentages from the 40 homeowners that were

suryeved. Although a majority of the offers to sell were considered to he solicitations in
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the mail fromrealestateandotherlocalbrokers.the42.5~)thatanswered.yes.still

suggests a high level of activity going on in the real estate market. However, without a

comparison group fi·om another community it is not clear whether these numbers should

be considered high or not. A number of residents commented on the fact that they

appreciate getting offers to sell their homes because they intend to move out of the

Southside, due to dissatisfaction with changes in neighborhood (juality.

I<'i~ure 4: Fimmcilll Issues for Ilomeowners

OtferScIl: Have you received [loy offers to sell your house In the past year? OthorSeJl: Has anyone else you know In this neIghborhood received offers to
soli tholr house In the past year'?

lives
II!iINo
IIMissing

OfferRefi: Have you received any offers to refinance your mortgage In tho
pastyoar?

Oth.rRen: Hi1S anyone else you know In this neighborhood received offers to
refinance their mortgage In the past year?

lives
IINo
IIMissing
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There was another section pertaining only to renters. The following, displayed in

Figure 5 helow, shows percentages of responses among the 30 renters surveyed. The

highest percentage of 'Yes' responses in this section pertain to "has your monthly rent

increased in the past year". It is unclear whether 33.3(}f) is a prohlematic rate, or if this is

indicative of a healthy rental market. It is also impOJ1ant to note that the displacement

question, "have you had to move as the result of increasing rents in the past year", only

shows 3.7% percent, which was actually only lout of the 30 renters that were surveyed.

These findings do not suggest a clear cause for alarm among the rental population.

Fi~ure 5: Financial Issues for Renters

Rentlnc: Has your monthly rent lncroa:oed In the past year'! OtrProbRnt: Has anyone else you know In this neighborhood had a nnancla!
problem from their monthly rent Increasing In the past year?

lives
I!IINo
• Missing

MoveRent: Have you had to move as the result of Increasing rents In the past
year? OtrMoveRnt: Has anyone else you know In this neighborhood had to move as

the result of Increasing rents In the past year?

lives
IINo
111 Missing
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AfraldMove: Are you concerned you might have to move out of this
nolghborhood within the next throo years, due to Increft9lng housing costs?

liliy""
11IINo
IIMinsing

The initial findings suggest that there is no reason to believe that widespread

displacement is a major threat to the resident base at this time. The sample residents do

not appear to be facing an overwhelming number of financial problems. In general,

questions about key financial problems that are typically linked to the gentrification

debate are not being readily seen in our housing sample. However, there is still evidence

that a significant segment of the population is experiencing some fonn of pressure.

Nearly 50% seem to express some concerns with regards to increasing expenses,

especially heating costs and gasoline pnces. The analysis must now shift to look at

specifically what type of factors may be related to whether a resident is experiencing

financial pressures at this point.

Pressure Scales

The key dependent variable to be used in this analysis will be a scaled measure

for financial pressure. The first step before beginning bivariate analysis was to create

some scales to measure what I will refer to as 'pressure level'. As men~ionedearlier,
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there are two sections on the survey that deal specifically with different elements of

financial pressure. The first one asks respondents about fmancial problems they have

experienced in the past year, Problem Points, and the second section asks them about

ways they have had to compensate for rising costs, Compensation Points.

For the Problem Points Scale, I assigned points for each item: 0 for "No

Problem", 1 for "Small Problem", 2 for "Big Problem". Since there are a total of7 items

for each respondents - considering that one question is for homeowners only (HO), and

one question is renters only (RO) - the total possible range of points was 0 to 14. In a

similar fashion, the Compensation Points Scale was created by assigning points to each

item: 0 for "No", 1 for "Might Have To", 2 for "Yes". There are nine total items for

homeowners and renters each, with a total range of possible points from 0 to 18. The two

were then combined to create a third and comprehensive pressure level scale, referred to

as Pressure Level, which includes all 16 items, with a possible point total of 0 to 32. For

the purposes of this research, the Pressure Level scale will be used as the key dependent

variable for both bivariate and multivariate statistical analysis.

A test for scale reliability was necessary for all three scales in order to show that

the items that make up both of these measures are related in a way that makes our final

scales an accurate and valid construct of financial pressure. Table 6 shows the final

Cronbach's Alpha scores for scale reliability for both homeowners and renters.

Homeowners and renters must he treated as separate groups since they are asked slightly

different questions.
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Table 6: Reliability Tests for Financial Pressure Scales

Homeowners Renters

Problem Points .923 .856

Compensation Points .846 .535

Pressure Level .911 .794

Average Scores .893 .728

A Cronbach's score of 1 represents a scale where all the items are perfectly

correlated to one another. Standard statistical practices usually assume scores over .700

as a significant measure that scales are constructed well. For the 6 possible Cronbach

Alpha scores below, 5 out of 6 show surprisingly good results, with the Compensation

Points Scale slightly lower than ideal for renters. However, since the overall Pressure

Level scale shows acceptable scores, and the average scores for all three scales combined

fall into our desired range, this will serve as justification that all three pressure scales are

appropriate measures for what we intend to find in the data.

TIle following page shows histograms for each scale which show the distribution

of scores. As expected, the majority of the sample is on the lower end of the scale for all

three measures, with a score of 0 as the most common score for each. There tend to he

higher scores on the compensation points scale where more people seem to he likely to

have either used or considered one of the many compensation techniques. The pressure

level scale, our key dependent variahle for the remainder of the analysis, shows a

significant amount of respondents in the middle range of the scale, hut vcry few scores on

the high end, with only I respondent scoring a 25. and 1 respondent scoring a 29. TIle
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rest of the scores were below 20. (Means Scores, Problem Points =2.57, Compensation

Points =4.81, Pressure Level =7.39).

Figure 6: Distribution of Scores for Pressure Scales
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Analysis ofthe Pressure Level Scale:

TI1e following analysis uses the Pressure Level Scale as a continuous dependent

variable. The goal was to detennine which demographic characteristics showed a

significant relationship with pressure level. After that, we looked closer at each key

demographic variable. Three independent variables that show a statistically significant

relationship to pressure level are I) length of residence, 2) housing tenure, and 3) race.

Length of residence: TI1e segment of the sample that seems to he most likely to

experience higher levels of pressure is newer residents in the neighhorhood14. As

displayed in Figure 7, lower pressure level scores seem to he found with residents who

have either lived in their house for longer periods of time, or have lived in the

neighhorhood for a longer period of time than other residents. People who were either

1.1 Ft>r nl'iC$ nn st:1tistic.11 analy~is l'f prC$sure lewl sc.11c. sec Appendix 5.
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shorter tenn residents, or newer arrivals to the neighborhood, seem to be more likely to

experience high levels of financial pressure.

Number of Years in House (YearsHouse) and Number of Years in Neighborhood

(YearsNeigh) were recoded into categories of 5 equal groups of respondents. For both

variables, residents living in their houses for 27 years or longer, or residing in the

neighborhood for 42 years or more, have an average pressure level score around 4.00.

Residents with a shorter length of residence in both variables approach average scores of

8.00 and 10.00, respectively.

Fi~ure 7: Pressure Level by Length of Residence

Pressure Ltv.. by Number of Y• .,.ln Hou••
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Pressure Level by Numb. of v... In Neighborhood
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Housil/g Tel/Ufe: The second relationship that wc find is between prcssure lcvcl

and housing tenure. Figure 8 shows the average pressure level scores for hath

homeowners and rentcrs in our sample. Renters are significantly more at-risk to financial

pressurcs than homcowncrs. Thc avcragc prcssure lcvcl score for homcowncrs was

around 6.08. while a significantly higher 9.10 for renters. These findings support the



general literature on housing tenure which considers renters as more vulnerable to

fmancial pressure and changes in the housing market than homeowners.

Figure 8: Pressure Level by Housing Tenure

Pressure Level by CLITeni Housing Ten..e

Housing Tenure

Race: Race is also statistically related to pressure level. When we take a closer

look at race we continue to find some similar themes in the data Whites are less likely to

have high pressure levels. Looking at Figure 9 helow, the African-American population

seems to he experiencing the highest average pressure level scores, with an average

above 15.00. Hispanics and Mixed-Ethnicity residents are second highest with a score

around 10.00. The average scores for Whites is slightly higher than 5.00.

Figure 9: Pressure Le\'c1 by Race
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Figure 10: Pressure Level by WhiteJNon-White & HispanicINon-Hispanic
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Characteristics by Length ofResidence, Housing Tenure & Race

We can describe the sample even more fully by looking at the demographic

characteristics by our three key independent variables of length of residence, housing

tenure, and race. If we examine length of residence further, we can make a few

observations about the characteristics of residents who have longer or shorter tenns of

residence. TIle findings suggest that homeowners are longer tenn residents, compared to

renters. As Table 7 below shows with a comparison of means, length of residence clearly

differs by housing tenure, race, and age.

Table 7: Dernoeraphic Characteristics bv Lcn~h of Residence

YearsHouse Mean =19.77 YearsNeigh Mean =25.52
Homeowners Renters Sig. Homeowners Renters Sig.
25.19 12.53 .002 33.15 15.34 .000
White Non-White White Non-White
23.85 13.26 .013 30.30 17.89 .013
Non-Hispanic Hispanic Non-Hispanic Hispanic
21.74 14.05 .030 27.68 15.26 .135
Population 50 Population 49 Population 50 Population 49 yrs
yrs and older \TS and under yrs and older and under
35.45 12.58 .000 42.82 17.58 .000
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In Table 7, the bold numbers indicate group means that are above the sample

mean, 19.77 for YearsHouse and 25.52 for YearsNeigh, and the italics show where group

means fall below the sample mean. The significance column indicates p-value scores for

each after running independent samples t-test calculations on a comparison of means.

The only one that does not show statistical significance is the relationship between

Hispanic and non-Hispanic residents. From this we can see a clear relationship where

homeowners, White residents, and respondents who are 50 years or older are on average

longer term residents; renters, non-White residents, and people who are 49 years or

younger are on average shorter term residents, or newer arrivals to the neighborhood.

If we run correlations with our length of residence variables and the number of

children under 18 in a household, and the overall household size, we also find significant

relationships 15. As expected, longer term residents have fewer children in their homes

and have smaller household sizes. In general, length of residence tends to show us what

demographic is more or less likely to be experiencing financial pressures at this point.

Renters, Non-White residents, younger families, with higher numbers of children, and

larger household sizes tend to represent a shorter term, more transient population which is

likely to he more at-risk for higher pressure levels.

If we take a closer look at the demographic characteristics hy housing tenure we

also find that homeowners have a higher age range, tend to he longer tenn residents, and

have slightly higher household incomes than renters. Tahle 8 shows a comparison of

means for renters and owners for these categories. All scores in hold show means that

15 YGlT in Hoose CC'rrebted \\;U1 Number in Hl'llschold (R = -.437. sig. at .000 leve\)
YC~lrS in Neighlx"'fhrxxl correlated \\;U1 Number in Hl)usd1l'ld (R =-.42.3. Sig. at .000 leve\)
Ye,1fs in Neig!llx)f!llxxI ('orrdatcJ \\;U1 Number l'f ChiIdrrn under 18 ye,1fs l)ld (R =-.2.55. Sig. at .05 level)
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are higher for the group than the overall sample means for that category. Likewise, all

scores in italics show group means that are lower than the overall means. For all

variables below, owners have higher means than the sample, while renters have a lower

mean than the sample. This is more justification for the clear differences between owners

and renters by age, length of residence, and income J6
•

Table 8: Demographic Characteristics by Housing Tenure

Owners Renters Sample Mean Sig.

Age 52.28 30.33 42.87 .000

YearsHouse 25.19 12.53 19.77 .002

YearsNeigh 33.15 15.34 25.52 .000

Income 3.98 2.54 3.37 .001

The findings above suggest that housing tenure has a direct relationship with

length of residence, hut we can also make a connection between tenure and race. Figure

11 below displays the racial composition of both owners and renters. Chi-Square

relationships show significant differences between owners and renters. where

homeowners are more likely to be White ami Non-Hispanic. and fCnters arc more likely

to be non-White anU/or Hispanic residents J7
.

l~ For Table 8. the assumption is made that income Gill be trc~ltcd as a continuous variable. therefore. :l

mc,'ill score on income lewIs is relevant for Ulis e:xanlpIc. Renters. 254> -' =S15.000 to just under
525,000. HonllX1\\11ers. 3.98> 4 =525,000 to just under S35.000.
Ii ali-squares: Housing Tenure by \\11itcJNon-\\11ite (2.894. Sig. =.OS9)
Ht'tlsing Tenure by HispanidNm-Hisp:mic 0297. Sig. =.(69)
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Figure 11: Racial Composition by Housing Tenure
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Education: Education does not yield results that are ao; clear. When correlated

with pressure level, the relationship is not statistically significant. Yet, when looked at in

relation to housing tenure and length of residence, homeowners and longer term residents

are more likely to have no higher than a high school diploma. Whereas renters, and the

corresponding groups that have a shorter length of residence, are more likely to have

some college experience, even though they have lower income levels and are

experiencing higher pressure levels. This adds an interesting twist to the findings that we

have not come across until now.

TIle analysis so far suggests that longer tenn residents are less likely to he facing

financial pressure. This demographic is mostly homeowners, which supports the

literature that renters are the most susceptihle to gentrification. nlis demographic is also

more likely to he elderly residents, which contradicts some of the literature that finds the

elderly most susceptihle to gentrification. TIlis demographic has smaller household sizes.

and lower numhers of children which makes sense hecause housing expenses arc less

without others to provide for. TIley are also more likely to he White and speak English as
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a primary language, but they are not really a higher social class in terms of education

because they generally have lower levels of education. This leads me to believe that this

segment that seems to be impervious to recent pressures are the remnants from the

Bethlehem Steel era, either ex-workers or descendents of past workers.

The segment that tends to be experiencing higher levels of pressure is a more

transient population. More likely to move from house to house, less likely to own, and

therefore, more subjected to the lower standards of living that high levels of residential

mobility often add. These groups also tend to be newer arrivals to the neighborhood,

Hispanic, non-White residents, and younger households, with higher numbers living in

their households. We have identified some key features of residents who are most likely

to he experiencing financial pressure. The question still remains, however, what

specifically is causing these financial problems.

Identifying Causes for Financial Problems

All respondents who answered 'Small Problem' or 'Major Problem' to any of the

items from the Problem Points Scale were asked a separate series of questions giving

them the opportunity to identify the potential causes for these financial problems, referred

to as Perception of Causes. We find some variation when we look at these specific

causes. TIle question asks the following: For each one, indicate ({you consider it to be

no cause. a minor cmlSC, or a major cause ofanyfinancial problcms that YOllrfamily is

expericncing? TIle respondent then replies No Cause. Minor Cause, or Major Cause to a

list of items. Tahle 9 shows the percentage of responses for each item. TIlerc were only
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33 respondents from the 70 surveys where this section was applicable. N=16 for

homeowners, and N= 17 for renters.

Table 9: Perccption of Causes - For each one, indicate if you considcr it to be no cause, a minor
. f fi . I bi tha f'I . ..?cause, or a D18.lor cause 0 any IDaDCla pro e~ t your ann IS cxpcrlcncIDJf.

No Cause Minor Cause Major Cause
Increased mortgage payment due to 87.5% 6.3% 6.3%
refmancing (or other reasons for
mortgage payment increases)
Increased real estate taxes due to tax re- 60.0% 6.7% 33.3%
assessment
Increased rent 58.8% 23.5% 17.6%
Increased cost of local goods and 42.4% 42.4% 15.2%
services as newer, more expensive
businesses are moving into the
neighborhood
Higher costs for commuting to work 34.4% 28.1% 37.5%
Decrease in household income due to a 54.5% 12.1% 33.3%
loss of job, demotion in pay, or other
reasons for unemployment
Sickness or injury which has limited 55.9% 5.9% 38.2%
the ability of any household members
to work
Increases in utility bills 21.2% 33.3% 45.5%
Increases in other household expenses 54.5% 27.3% 18.2%

The first 3 items (MortCause, TaxesCause, RentCause) deal with causes that are

directly related to the housing market and, therefore, should he more sensitive to housing

markets experiencing rapidly appreciating prices, such as can he found in gentrifying

markets. TIle final 6 items (GoodsCause, CmuteCause, UnempCause, SickCausc.

BillsCausc. OtherCause) pertain to other causes that are not dircctly-related to the

housing market. hut may still playa large role in effecting household pressure levels.

Whcn we 10(lk at thc various cause variahles in c(lnncctiml t(l pressure levcl. at

first glance it seems that causes that are not directly related to housing seem to he more
~ . ~
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related to whether or not a person is experiencing higher levels of fmancial pressure.

When we treat the perception of cause items as ordinal variables we can run ANaYA

comparison of means between each item and the pressure level scale. If we fmd the

number of significant relationships between each cause variable and the pressure level

scale we can start to make some generalizations about the strength of housing and non-

h . f' 18ousmg actors .

Our three cause variables related to housing markets (MortCause, TaxesCause,

RentCause) show only lout of 3 that are significantly related to pressure level at the .05

level. Our six cause variables not directly related to housing markets (GoodsCause,

CmuteCause, UnempCause, SickCause, BillsCause, OtherCause) show 4 out of 6 that are

significantly related to pressure level at the .05 level. TIle average level of significance

from these relationships also favors non-housing factors. These results suggest that non-

housing factors may playa larger role in creating higher pressure levels.

So far the themes in the findings have been pretty consistent. TIle sample as a

whole, with some noted exceptions, does not appear to be facing high levels of financial

pressure as was suspected. TIlose who are experiencing financial pressure tend to be a

more transient, non-White, renter population. Causes for pressure also are not clearly

related to changes in the housing market, with gas prices and utility bills as common

causes for pressure. We can still add another layer to the analysis by looking at the

geographical context within our target area. By using GIS technology. we can take a

closer look at how location within the South Bethlehem neighhorhood affects people.

I~ Scc AppcnJp; 5 ft1r Ai\O\'A results of rrC-,SlIrC level hy perccption t1f GlUSC$.
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GIS Analysis

From our 70 interviews, there are 67 households that can be linked to a

geographical location in the neighborhoodl9
. As displayed earlier, Map 2 shows the

dispersion of completed surveys throughout the neighborhood. From a visual

perspective, the surveys are spread out evenly, with a few clusters near the center and

northeastem section of the sample area

Map 2: Completed Surveys

2006 South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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In order to decide whether pressure level is connected to specific locations within

the neighborhood, the target area was divided into 6 equal groups of respondents. Out of

the total 67 mapped surveys, there are 5 groups of 11, with one group of 12. Map 5

helow displays the 6 neightxJrhood suhdivisions created for comparison purposes. TIley

are Iaheled as West of Lehigh. Central Business District, East of Lehigh, Hayes Street

Hill. East TIlird Street Corridor. and William Street Comer.

jO ~=67 for OlC GIS :ul:1lysis. I surycy is Il\"t lX'G1USC thc rC$pondcnt :15kcd f0r Olcir address to bc rcmoved
fl1r pri\":1cy rG1SOIlS. 11le l101Cf 2 arc rill1t Sllf\Ty"S that arc nl1( lcx:.1ted directly in OlC targct arc~l.
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Map 5: Neighborhood Subdivisions
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After constructing the geography layer, I then looked for relationships between

the neighborhood subdivisions and other variables under study. The findings from

crosstabular analysis suggest that there are a few key variables that seem to have a

relationship with geography including: Pressure Level, Length of Residence, Age,

Housing Tenure, Rent Increases, Race and Education20
•

Pressure Level: Our key dependent variable, the Pressure Level Scale, shows a

statistically significant relationship to our geographic subdivisions. The pressure level

was rccoded into an ordinal variable with four categories (No Pressure, Level 1, Level 2,

Level 3 Pressurc Group). Displaycd in Map 6 below, the Ccntral Business District seems

to show the highcst level of financial pressure, with 90c;f, of the residents in that section in

eithcr the Levcl 2 or Levcl 3 Prcssurc Group. East of Lehigh also seems to show a

significant relationship to financial pressure with 63.4c;f, of the residents also in Level 2

or Level 3 Pressure Groups. Both the West of Lehigh and William Street Comer sections

:0 Sec Appendix 6 ft"\f ntXCS (Ill GIS :malysis
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INTENtiONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Map 5: Nci~hborhood Subdivisions

12006 South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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After constructing the geography layer, I then lookeu 1(.)1' relationships between

the neighborhoou suhUivisions anu other variables unuer stuuy. The finuings ii'om

crosstabular analysis suggest that there are a few key variables that seem to have a

relationship with geography incluuing: Pressure Level, Length of Resiuence, Age,

Housing Tenure, Rent Increases, Race anu Euucation20
.

Pressure Level: Our key uepenuent variable, the Pressure Level Scale, shows a

statistically significant relationship to our geographic subuivisions. The pressure level

was recoueu into an oruinal variable with 1<:)Ur categories (No Pressure, Levell, Level 2,

Level 3 Pressure Group). Displayeu in Map 6 below, the Central Business District seems

to show the higJ1est level of financial pressure, with 90% of the residents in that section in

either the Level 2 or Level 3 Pressure Group. East of Lehigh also seems to show a·

significant relationship to financial pressure with 63.4% of the residents also in Level 2

'. .
or Level 3 Presi;ure Groups. Both the West ofLehigh and William Street Comer sections

. . '. .

20 See Appendix 6 for notes on GIS ,malysis.
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seemed to be least likely to be experiencing pressure, with the majority of residents in

those sections scoring either No Pressure or only Levell Pressure.

Map 6: Pressure Level by Geography

2006 South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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Length ofResidence: One of the strongest factors related to Pressure Level was

length of residence. Number of years in house and number of years in neighborhood hath

show strong correlations to the pressure level scale. Here we find Years in House, in

particular, showing a significant relationship with geography. If we recode Years in

House into categories that create Sequal groups of respondents in each category, we get

an ordinal variahle that shows a relationship with our six subdivisions, displayed hy Map

7 helow.

The findings suggest that the Eastem-most neighborhoods of East TIlird Street

Corridor and William Street tend to have residents with longer tenns of residence in their

homes. TIle Hayes Street Hill tends to show a diverse group of residents from Level 2 to

levelS length of residence. TIle Westem-most neighl'l(,1rhoods seem to have residents
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with a shorter length of residence. Both the West and East of Lehigh sections have a

significant amount of residents who have lived in their house for only 2 years or less,

41.7% and 36.4%, respectively. The Central Business District has a majority ofresidents

at a Level 3 residence, 19 to 20 years.

Map 7: Years in House by Geography

2006 South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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Age: There appears to be a relationship between age and geography in our

sample. Looking at Map 8 above, our age variable is categorized into 5 equal groups.

The interesting thing to note is that there are no people under 25 years in the three

Eastern-most sections of the sample. In general, West of Lehigh and the Central

Business District are most likely to have younger people in the sample, whereas, East of

Lehigh, Hayes Street Hill, East Third Street Corridor, and William Street Corner tend to

have an older population.

Housing Tenure: There is also a clear relationship between housing tenure and

geography. Looking at Map 9, there are only two subdivisions in which renters make up

the majority of residents in the sample, Central Business District and East of Lehigh. The

Central Business District shows the largest group of renters at 81.8% of the interviewed

people in that section. The other four sections have a majority of homeowners, with the

largest percentage of homeowners in the Hayes Street Hill neighborhood, making up

81.8% of that section.

Mop 9: I1ousin~ Tenure by Gco~8phy

2001) South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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Rent Increases: Although rent increases did not seem to be a large factor in the

bivariate analysis, this is another variable that seems to gain new insight when looking at

it in geographical context. Displayed by Map 10, the neighborhood most likely to have a

resident who has experienced rent increases is in the East Third Street Corridor. East of

Lehigh, Hayes Street Hill, and William Street Comer show an even split between 'Yes'

and 'No' responses to rent increases. The West of Lehigh and Central Business District

neighborhoods show a majority of 'No' responses to rent increases.

Map 10: Rent Increases by Geography

2006 South Bethlehem Resident Surveys
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Race: TImmghout it seems that our most useful variables for documenting the

effects of race are the two recaded variables of White or non-White, and Hispanic or non-

Hispanic. Both of these variables continue to show a strong relationship to most of the

dependent variahles in our analysis so far. so it is no surprise to see that they hoth have a

significant relationship to geography here. Looking at Maps 11 and 12 helo\\'. the West

of Lehigh and the Central Business District hath had a large majority of white residents

in the sample. 91. 7r:t and 81.801. respectively. for hath sections. TIle East of Lehigh and
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East Third Street Corridor sections show the largest sample of Non-White residents at

63.6% for both sections. Similarly, the East Third section shows the largest percentage

of Hispanic residents at 54.5%. All other sections have a majority of Non-Hispanic

residents.

Map 11: White and Non-White by Geography
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Map 12: lfispanic and Non·lfispanic by Geo~raphy
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Education: Education is also significantly related to geography. Looking at Map

13, the West of Lehigh neighborhood shows a much higher level of education. The

William Street section seems to have the lowest levels of education, with no one having

more than a high school diploma Residents in the Hayes Street Hill and Third Street

neighborhoods on average have a high school education, with a few residents with some

college or bachelor's degree. The Central Business District and East of Lehigh

neighborhoods show an average of at least some college education.

Map 13: Education by Geography
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From these results we can make a few generalizations ahaut the characteristics of

each of these neighhorhood suhdivisions and which sections are most likely to he at-risk

of future changes in hath the housing stock and other economic factors in South

Bethlehem. We are looking for key themes in the geographic data that will help us to

understand the data at the next lew!. the Illultiyariate stage.
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West ofLehigh: The neighborhood located just west of Lehigh University tends

to be mostly student housing for the university. This section of the neighborhood tends to

be the least likely to be experiencing fmancial pressures at the moment. This also seems

to be a younger age group, and mostly white population, which are other factors that

allude to the presence of student housing in tins section. Although there are slightly more

homeowners than renters, those who are renters seem to be less likely to have had rent

increases in the past year, and none of these renters say they knew someone who had rent

problems or had to move due to rent increases. TIns section also seems to have a higher

level of education compared to other sections of the neighborhood.

Central Business District: TIlis section also tends to be a younger population

with a majority of white residents, which seems to indicate another segment of the

student housing population. However, unlike the West of Lehigh section, this segment

seems to be more prone to experiencing increased housing expenses in the past year.

TIlis section also seems to have a higher pressure level than the West of Lehigh section,

with the highest percentage of residents at a Level 2 or 3 pressure level, 90%. TIle

majority of residents are renters, and there are more of them who seem to know someone

else who has had rent problems in the past year. Although length of residence appears to

he somewhat higher than the West of Lehigh section. where students often nKwe in and

out every year, it still is lower than the Eastem sections of the neighhorhoods.

East of Ldligh: TIlis section seems to he more of a middle-aged segment of the

population with an average age group of 35 to 49 years old. Slightly over half arc

renters. hut unlike the two Westem-most sections. this population is more racially diverse

with a majority of 1':on-White residents. 63.6S. and most of the African-American
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respondents in the sample. This demographic seems to have a High School diploma or

some college education, but very few have higher than that. This section also seems to be

the most likely to have someone who has experienced increased housing expenses in the

past year, with 54.5% of the residents answering 'Yes' to this question. Overall, the

pressure level seems to be relatively high with 63.7% of the residents in Level 2 or 3

pressure levels, which is a significantly lower percentage than the Central Business

District with 90% in this category, but somewhat higher than other sections. This group

also tends to have a shorter term of residence, with 36.4% living in their house only 2

years or less.

Hayes Street Hill: This section seems to be a varied group of individuals in many

different categories. The residents from this section in our sample were mostly

homeowners, 81.8%, and almost half of them have no more than a High School diploma.

Like the East of Lehigh section, this seems to be a middle-aged group, with the majority

of residents ranging between 25 and 49 years old. Over half of this group, answered 'No'

to increased housing expenses in the past year, and even though the largest segment falls

into the 'No Pressure' range, 36.4%, there is still more half the section, 55.5%, that falls

into the Level 2 and 3 pressure range when scores are combined. TIlis is a fairly mixed

neighborhood racially, with a 55lJ, to 45% ratio of White to Non-White residents, but it is

mostly Non-Hispanic, with 8I.8lJ. Length of residence is harder to pinpoint for this

section hecause there are an equal number of respondents at a Level 2 residence. 3 to 18

years, as there are at a Level 5 residence, 27 years or more.

East Third Street Corridor: TIlis section is the only neighhorhood that has a

majority of Hispanic residents in the sample. at 54.50(. Much like the last two sections it
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is mostly a middle-aged group, with most of the residents falling in the 35 to 49 years

category. This neighborhood seems to be at a moderate pressure level for the moment.

Only 36.4% of the residents responded 'Yes' to having increased housing expenses in the

past year, but another 36.4% also answered 'No, still a lack of money for other things is a

problem, but it is not the result of increased housing expenses.' This makes it look like

the majority of the residents are claiming at least some level of financial pressure. We

can also see this with pressure level, where 54.5% of the residents in the section fall into

the Level 2 pressure group. However, there is also 27.3% which fall into the Levell

pressure group. TIns section also had 75% of its renters who claimed their rent had

increased in the past year, this is the only section that showed a large percentage for this

occurrence. 64% percent of the people in this section are homeowners, and almost half

have lived in their house for at least 21 years, wInch means this section has a longer term

resident base than the previous four neighborhoods we have looked at so far.

William Street Comer: There definitely seems to be some general trends as we

move across the neighborhood from the West side to the East side. As we move towards

the middle of the neighborhood we tend to find groups that are more likely to be

experiencing financial pressure, where the edge neighborhoods score the lowest on

average pressure level. Like the West of Lehigh section. the William Street section

seems to he the least likely to he experiencing financial pressure. Almost half of the

residents in this section fall into the No Pressure category and 64% answered 'No' to

increased housing expenses in the past year. Like the West of Lehigh section. this

section tends to he a majority White. Non-Hispanic population. 64% of the residents in

this section are homeowners.
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Where this section differs, however, is in age, length of residence and education.

This population seems to be older with over half the population of 50 years or more,

54.6%. This section also has the highest length of residence with 72.8% of the sample

living in their house for 21 years or more. Unlike the West of Lehigh section which had

the highest education levels for the entire sample, this section seems to have the lowest

education levels. Not one single person from this section has an education of more than a

High School diploma As suggested before, whereas the Western section seems to

represent staff, faculty and student housing for Lehigh University, this segment, in the

comer pocket of the neighborhood, seems to have the highest percentage of remnants

from the Bethlehem Steel era, ex-workers or relatives of ex-workers at the Steel plant.

Both of these populations seem to he least likely to be experiencing financial pressure at

the moment even though one is a more transient, younger, more educated population and

the other is a more stable, older, and less educated population.

If we return our attention to the pressure level scores for each section of the

neighborhood we can create a ranking of sections that are most at-risk. Combining all

residents for each section with a Level 2 or Level 3 pressure level score we can rank the

six neighborhood subdivisions hy overall pressure level ranks in Tahle 10.

Table 10: Pressure Le,'c1 Ronks b)" NciJ?,hborhood Subdh·ision..

Pressure Level Rank Subdivision Name Percent with Level 2 or 3
Pressure Group

I Central Business District 90.0Cff
2 East of Lehigh 63.7Cff
3 East TIlird Street Corridor 63.67c
4 Hayes Street Hill 45.5Cff
5 William Street Comer 44.4Cff
6 West of Lehigh 16.7Cff



The pressure level ranks by neighborhood subdivision are displayed visually in

Map 14. The green sections represent the lower pressure levels, the yellowish sections

represent the mid-range groups, and the red sections represent the higher pressure level

sections.

Map 14: Pressure Level Ranks for Neighborhood Subdivisions
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From the analysis so far it appears that location within the sampling frame has an

impact on whether someone is experiencing financial pressure. TIle analysis of the 6

neighborhood suhdivisions above leads us to believe that residents located near the center

of the neighborhood, in particular those in the Central Business District and East of

Lehigh sections, are facing higher financial pressures than those living on the periphery,

the West of Lehigh and William Street Comer neighhorhoods.

We can take the analysis one step further hy creating a dummy variahle for

location in the core or periphery. Map 15 helow shows the division of sunTy points

hased on whether they are located in the core or the periphery of the neighhorhood. An
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The pressure level ranks by neighborhood subdivision are displayed visually in

Map 14. The green sections represent the lower pressure levels, the yellowish sections

represent the mid-range groups, and the red sections represent the higher pressure level

sections.

Map 14: Pressure Level Ranks for Ncil!;hborhood Subdivisions
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From the analysis so far it appears that location within the sampling frame has an

impact on whether someone is experiencing financial pressure. The analysis of the 6

neighborhood subdivisions above leads us to believe that residents located near the center

of the neighborhood, in particular those in the Central Business District and East of

Lehigh sections, are facing higher financial pressures than those living on the periphery,

the West of Lehigh and William Street Comer neighborhoods.

We can take the analysis one step further by creating adUl11li1Y variable for.. _ r:

location in the core or periphery. Map 15 below'shows the division'of stitvey points

based on whether they are located in the core or the periphery of the neighborhood. An
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independent samples t-test, Table 11, shows that the relationship between core and

periphery and pressure level is significant at the .05 level. By adding GIS to the analysis

we were able to fmd this significant variable that otherwise would have been hard to fmd

in the bivariate analysis. It seems that location in the core or the periphery is as important

to indicating pressure level as our other key independent variables of length of residence,

housing tenure and race.

Map 15: Core vs. Periphery
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Table 11: Pressure Le\-cI by CorclPeriphery

Core Periphery Sample Mean t-value dl Sig.
Pressure Level 9.24 5.10 7.39 2.52 61.19 .014**

Multivariate Afll1lvsis

TIle final step in our data analysis is to look for relationships on the multivariate

le\"el. So far we ha\"e found a few key independent \"ariahles that are significantly related

to pressure le\"cl. On a multi\"ariate level. we may he ahle to identify which of these
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variables may actually be the most significant, and thus would help direct our policy

recommendations for future steps to help out with those who are experiencing financial

pressures.

A number of different multiple regression models were examined in order to find

the best-fit model to explain the relationship between our independent variables and the

pressure level scale. Table 12 shows the most significant model out of all of these

attempts to tind conclusive results. When we run Years in Neighborhood, White or Non

White, Own or Rent and Core or Periphery in a multiple linear regression against

Pressure Level, the results from this model are significant (F =3.583, P=.009***).

When holding all things constant, our multivariate regression model shows that the

location of core vs. periphery appears to be the most significant determinant of pressure

level. When looking at all key independent variables together, the other three variahles

are no longer statistically significant. This leads us to a final conclusion that location to

core vs. periphery is the key feature that we have heen looking for in our quest to find the

most important factors in pressure level21
.

TobIe 12: Multiple Linear Rewession Model

Regression Model Bcta t-scorcs Sig.

YearsNeigh -.220 -1.668 .101

Whitc or Non-White -1.57 -1.284 .204

Own or Rcnt .072 .564 .575

Core or Pcriphery .292 2.477 .016**

**slgnificant at thc .05 levcl. ***significant at the .01 Icvel

21 Sec Arrcnu1x 7 for note" l~l 1l1Ultl\'ariate :ma.ly:,is.
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CONCLUSION

As previously suggested from the literature on gentrification, South Bethlehem is

not likely to experience the type of demographic shift that urban neighborhoods in large

metropolitan areas face due to a lack of white collar, service-sector employment

opportunities and other cultural and aesthetic tastes of urban middle-class gentrifiers.

From our sample, we have a 10% vacancy rate and 13% of all parcels are considered

developable land, which suggests that even if the demographic shift was possible,

revitalization would likely be able to occur without widespread displacement.

From this new perspective on the literature, I have tried to pull the debate away

from the gentrification and displacement issues and focused my survey research on an

assessment of standard of living and neighborhood and housing quality. This research is

unique in that it provides an opportunity for us to view the perceptions of residents in

tenns of their housing, finances and neighborhood changes. From this survey, we have

not only provided a baseline data for documenting future neighborhood changes in both

demographic characteristics and changes in land use, but we have also provided some

initial data on what are most likely to be at-risk households and the geographical context

where these pressures are most likely to he happening now and, even more so, in the near

future.

Some of our findings are not necessarily new revelations in and of themselves.

We would already expect to find that renters are more prone to housing pressures than

homeowners, and that. demographically, whites and non-Hispanics are less pressured

than non-white and Hispanic residents. It also makes sense that residents who have li\"Cd

in their houses longer are less pressured because they are more likely to he stahle
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households who have had the opportunity to become homeowners and develop ties to the

neighborhood in the form of social and human capital.

What the data does suggest, however, is that it is not just length of residence, but

these long term residents tend to represent a sPeCific social niche in the neighborhood.

White, elderly, long term residents, with lower levels of education suggest the remnants

of ex-steel workers and descendents of former steel workers that still live in the

neighborhood. These households are most likely to no longer have a mortgage, and to

have decent pension plans and show signs of lower financial pressure.

Contrarily, newer residents, who are more likely to be of Hispanic or Latino

origin, non-White, younger in age, living in larger households with greater numbers of

children under the age of 18, and renters, not only represent a more transient group, but a

group that is most at-risk. As mentioned briefly before, studies of displacement tend to

underestimate the impact of appreciating household expenses since low-income

households tend to move a lot anyway. TIlis is not necessarily a hy-product of

gentrification forces hut of a regional growth in the consumer inflation rate which causes

financial pressures in both housing and non-housing markets.

To support this, the causes that residents gave for the financial prohlems they

were experiencing seemed to vary and slightly favor various non-housing factors.

Unemployment was a major cause in some households. whereas, the costs of heating.

gasoline prices, and other Widespread cost increases seemed to he more prevalent as

major causes than mortgage prohlems, tax and rent increases. or concems about

residential displacement due to changes in the housing market. Yet. these are issues that

ewn suhurhan residents face. let alone residents in hoth gentrifying and non-gentrifying
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housing neighborhoods. It is important to keep in mind that during the time period that

these surveys were being collected, the entire region was experiencing unnaturally high

gas prices, which could be a factor in why commuting and heating costs were such

prevalent issues from the survey results. Regardless of these factors, we do not need to

prove the existence of gentrification in order to realize that we still have some needs in

the South Bethlehem community that need to be addressed.

Another interesting finding from this research is that GIS technology allows us to

view an important part of the data that otherwise might be harder to catch. The

assumption going in was that the Eastern-most sections along the Bethlehem Steel land

would be the most at-risk sections within South Bethlehem. What we found, however, is

that the neighborhoods more central to the target area, the area adjacent to the central

business district and the Eastern edge of Lehigh University, seem to be experiencing the

most financial pressure at this point. These neighborhoods show a very racially and

economically diverse group of people. The location of these pressured groups suggest

that revitalization along the Third and Fourth Street business corridor, as well as the

institutional presence of a community asset such as Lehigh University tend to be at the

forefront of neighborhood change, more so than the speculation of the waterfront casino

development. TIlis leads us to believe that development on the fOn1lCr Bethlehem Steel

site may not immediately create the financial pressure that it is expected to.

On a side note, however, much of the real estate development activity that I came

across during my surveys was located in the Eastem sections of the target area. From

new townhouses up on South Mountain overlooking future BethWorks land to newly

constructed townhouses adjacent to the Steel land along TIlird Street selling for four
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times more than the neighboring dilapidated properties - the visual signs are all there. It

is no wonder that gentrification has recently become a topic of public concern. Yet,

gentrification cannot be forced upon an area just by producing gentrifiable properties, as

was discussed in the literature on Smith's production-side approach, and Ley's consumer

based approach From a theoretical perspective, and from the survey findings thus far, it

is arguable that gentrification is either a non- factor, or at least a premature concept at tlns

point.

Policy Recommendations:

The important thing, from a policy perspective, is to stay vigilant and to develop

proactive agendas that initiate plans for equitable development. South Bethlehem will

need a lot more job production than BethWorks alone can provide. If this happens, then

it is reasonable to believe that housing production will follow where there is demand.

The survey findings suggest that there are certain types of groups that need financial

assistance in order to remain a respectable standard of living in the face of a changing

neighborhood.

As the findings suggest, the key area to focus on needs to he the core residential

areas located adjacent to the husiness district and Lehigh University. More analysis

needs to he done on this core group, to explain why this area is facing significantly more

amounts of financial pressure than other areas of the neighborhood. Much focus has been

given to the Eastern Gateway section of the Southside due its closeness to the future

BethWorks redevelopment site. For now, the more pressing issue seems to be this
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centralized area The attention of community advocates and policymakers should focus

on providing resources and fmancial assistance to the households within this section.

From a more speculative approach, other recommendations can be given that are

not tied in directly to the findings from the survey research. There are a variety of other

resources that are certainly needed for residents on the Southside. Homeownership

programs are only one piece of the puzzle. The capital is still necessary to create

homeownership opportunities. The City of Bethlehem stands to gain from the

BethWorks development, yet it remains to be seen what the South Bethlehem

neighborhood will receive in return. A proactive plan for equitable development calls for

a reasonable give and take between all parties involved. A certain percentage of the

revenue that the City produces off of Sands BethWorks should go into an opportunity

fund for Southside residents. This fund can be used as start-up investment money for

various programs targeted towards South Bethlehem residents and business owners.

For residents, certain funds need to be available for the demographic that has been

considered most at-risk according to this survey: core neighborhood residents, low

income, renters, minorities, younger households with children, people with high levels of

residential mohility. For the husiness owners, small, privately-owned husinesses with

owncrs who livc in the neighborhood need to be supported. ll1is helps to develop the

capacity of local skills and talent, in the face of outside investment such as the less

sustainahle development plans, like BethWorks and other private investments that have

increased in the area.

Although homeownership programs continue to he a dominant necessity. there are

also needs for home impnn-clllcnt grants flJr repairing existing housing conditions flJr
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homeowners, and fa~ade grants for small business owners. Also, the residential mobility

is not so much the problem of high levels of renters, but as to high levels of absentee

landlords. The impact of absentee landlords seems to be a common theme from the

residents I spoke with while conducting my surveys. The City needs to address the issue

of absentee landlords. Local community agencies could be funded to work with residents

on rental contracts, mediation/conflict negotiation with absentee landlords, etc.

Another pressing issue seems to be the needs of Lehigh University, as a growing

school and its needs for land and buildings for expansion purposes. TIus will only create

a tighter housing market, thus making displacement more likely for certain households.

Lehigh may want to use some space at BethWorks, new buildings, facilities, or

residences, in order to reduce the limited supply in the neighborhood housing stock for

the needs of Lehigh and its students.

The above analysis is only meant as an introductory and explanatory analysis of

the various fonns of revitalization facing South Bethlehem and the entire Lehigh Valley

region now and in the near future. A commitment needs to be made for funding for

continued research of various local development issues that can potentially impact the

quality of life for all residents of the region. South Bethlehem is full of potential, hut

there is definitely reason to believe that a slow, methodical, well-thought out approach to

urhan development goes a much longer way in producing a sustainahle future, than rapid

development and unnecessary speculation. Perhaps. some of what we have witnessed so

far is just speculation. or perhaps there really is much more on the way. TIle hottom line

is that local policymakcrs and community adn1Cates can encourage growth while alsn



working to keep families and households intact and to provide affordable housing for all

segments of the residential population.

Limitations and Future Research:

One of the key limitations of the survey instrument is that all scales used to

measure financial pressures are original and have not been tested by other researchers.

Therefore, there are no comparative scores to measure against our sample. Also, it is

important to note that there were only two bilingual surveyors on the data collection team

so there may have been some instances of problems with language barriers between the

surveyors and the respondents. In my experience, only twice was 1not able to complete a

survey because the potential respondent did not speak English. TIlere may have been

many other situations where a respondent did not know how to answer correctly because

of specific language problems, especially with the technical financial tenns being used in

the survey. Besides this, there are many other languages spoken in the neighborhood

besides English and Spanish, and even among Spanish speakers there are differences in

slang that represent a diverse group of Hispanic and Latino etlmic backgrounds.

Although it was not necessary for the respondent to have prior background

knowledge on the issues they were asked about, we can assume that the validity of our

measures may he limited by the cultural differences hctween the creators of the survey

and the actual respondents. TIle technicality of the language. specifically when dealing

with financial and economic tenns seems to he a major limitation. It is likely that we

would have found more specific financial problems had these limitations heen accounted
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for properly. There are also basic trust issues between student surveyor and community

resident that may have kept people from speaking openly about their financial problems.

Another limitation with this research is that the 18015 zip code area was chosen

for comparing survey results to Census data Although the majority of the population

that lives in the 18015 is covered by the sampling frame, it is not a perfect match in

geographic context. Also, census data from 2000 is the most recent data that can be

found at the zip code level. Although updates to the census data were completed in 2005,

this data is only accessible at the city and county levels. Due to the uniqueness of the

Southside area, city-wide data is not helpful for comparison purposes. Therefore, Census

2000 data is used even though it is somewhat problematic to know whether differences

between the sample and the census are caused by changes in the demographic

characteristics of the neighborhood since 2000, or whether my sanlple over- or under

compensates for certain demographic characteristics. Despite these limitations, the

sample demographics seemed fairly representative of the entire zip code area according

to Census 2000 data.

TIle updated Census 2010 creates an opportunity to revisit this sample not only to

track changes but also to improve upon generalization of the sample. Although the

literature leads us to believe that gentrification may he an inappropriate tenn to use to

define the situation in South Bethlehem, thc only way to completely document a social

phenomenon like this is to continuc demographic studies ovcr long periods of time. TIlC

results from this survey help us to understand what groups arc most at-risk to financial

pressures. hut the key for this data collection is to provide haseline data for future studies

that can document more specific demographic changes to l.'Ollle.
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CODE _ DATE _ SURVEYOR'S NAME _

Hello, we are with CACLV, the Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley,
located at the Forte Building on 5th and Williams Street. We would like to ask you
a few questions today. CACLV is concerned about the residents in South
Bethlehem and are interested in whether changes in housing prices and rents are
creating financial problems for the homeowners and renters in this neighborhood.
CACLV hopes to use this information to provide improved financial services and to
create more opportunities for South Bethlehem residents.

Do you live here? (If yes, then continue. If no, then ask to speak with someone
else.) We are interested in speaking with someone who is familiar with the
mortgage or rent situation for this household. Are you able to answer questions
about this?

The survey will only take 15 minutes of your time. Before we begin, we must
provide you with a form that guarantees we have agreed to keep your identity
anonymous and your responses confidential. (Hand R an informed consent form.
Offer to summarize it for them or give them a chance to read through it on their
own. Make sure they understand it clearly and have no further questions
regarding the survey. Tell them to keep the consent form for their records.
Continue with the survey.)

SECTION ONE - INTRODUCTION

1. Type of Interview
o Regular - Occupied
o Non-interview

(Begin with Question 3)
(Begin with Question 2)

2. Reason for Non-interview
a. Type A (STOP)

o No one home
o Temporarily absent (i.e. - neighbor says they are on vacation, etc.)
o Refused
o Unable to locate
o Other occupied (specify) _

b. Type B (Proceed to Section 6)
o Unit for nonresidential use
o Under construction - not ready
o Vacant or abandoned structure
o Other unoccupied (specify) _

3. What is your age? (R must be at least 18 years old in order to continue)

4. Sex (Surveyor should observe this without asking directly)
o Male
o Female
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5. Do you (or your family) own or rent this unit?
o Own or buying (HO questions)
o Rent by you or someone else (RO questions)
o Rent-to-Own / Lease-Purchase (RO questions)

6. How long have you lived in this house? (Write actual # of years if
provided)
o Less than 1 year (remember to ask Q23!)
o 1 year to less than 2 years
o 2 years to less than 5 years
o 5 years to less than 10 years
o 10 years or longer # years _

7. How long have you lived in this neighborhood? (Write actual # of years)
o Less than 1 year
o 1 year to less than 2 years
o 2 years to less than 5 years
o 5 years to less than 10 years
o 10 years or longer # years _

8. In your opinion, has your neighborhood gotten better, gotten worse
or stayed about the same since you have been here?
o Gotten better
o Gotten worse
o Stayed about the same
o Don't know

8a. Would you like to explain your answer? (Unless they answered "don't
know")

9. Before I ask the next question I would like to make it clear that this
survey has no connection to the Sands BethWorks casino
development.
If the BethWorks casino proposal is accepted, how do you think that
will change the neighborhood?
o It will improve
o It will get worse
o It will stay the same
o Don't know
o I'm not familiar with the BethWorks casino proposal

9a. Would you like to explain your answer?
(Skip this question if they answer "don't know" or ''I'm not familiar with the
BethWorks casino proposal")
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10.If the BethWorks casino proposal is accepted, what effect do you
think it will have on you and your family financially?
o It will improve my situation financially
o It will worsen my situation financially
o It will have no effect on my financial situation
o Don't know
o I'm not familiar with the BethWorks casino proposal

lOa. Would you like to explain your answer?
(Skip this question if they answer "don't know" or "I'm not familiar with the
BethWorks casino proposal")

SECTION TWO - HOMEOWNERS & RENTERS*
It is important for us to understand what effect the real estate market is having
on both homeowners and renters in this neighborhood. Please answer the
following questions to the best of your ability.

(Circle HO or RO, based on Question #5, page 1)
* HO = Questions for Homeowners Only

RO = Questions for Renters Only

very ami lar, to somew a ami lar, 0 not ami lar a a ..
Very familiar Somewhat Not familiar at

familiar all
Budgeting 0 0 0
Credit 0 0 0
Loans 0 0 0
Investing 0 0 0
Saving 0 0 0
Home EqUity 0 0 0
Refinancing 0 0 0
Predatory Lending 0 0 0
Gentrification 0 0 0
Property Flippinq 0 0 0

l1.The following is a list of topics that are related to financial education.
Please indicate how familiar you are with each of these topics from

f T h tf T t f T t II

12. (If R answers "Very familiar" to every item in Q11, then skip this question. If
they answer "Somewhat familiar" or "Not familiar at all" to any item in Qll, then
re-read only those particular items)
I will go over some of those topics again. If the Community Action
Committee of the Lehigh Valley were to offer educational workshops on
any of these topics, would you be interested in attending?

Interested in attending workshop?
Budgeting 0
Credit 0
Loans 0
Investing 0
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Saving 0
Home Equity 0
Refinancing 0
Predatory Lending 0
Gentrification 0
Property Flipping 0

Ilro em, or a Ig pro em or you an your ami van e las year.
No Small Big
Problem Problem Problem

(HO) Paying your mortgage 0 0 0
(RO) Paying your rent 0 0 0
Paying your car payment 0 0 0
Paying your utility bills (electricity, gas, oil, water, 0 0 0
garbage)
Paying for groceries or other essential items 0 0 0
Paying for entertainment activities (movies, dining, fun) 0 0 0
Paying for non-essential items (clothing, toys, household 0 0 0
items)
Paying for gas, or other transportation costs 0 0 0(including car repairs)

13. I am going to read a list of financial problems that people might
have. For each one, can you tell me if it was no problem, a small

bl b' bl f d f'I' th t ?

14. (If R answered "No Problem" to all of the items in Q13, then skip this
question and proceed to Q15)

The following is a list of potential causes for any of the financial
problems mentioned above. For each one, indicate if you consider it to
be no cause, a minor cause, or a major cause of any financial problems
that your family is experiencing?

No Minor Major
Cause Cause Cause

(HO) Increased mortgage payment due to refinancing 0 0 0
(HO) Increased real estate taxes due to tax re- D 0 0assessment
(RO) Increased rent 0 0 0
Increased cost of local goods and services as newer,
more expensive businesses are moving into the 0 0 0
neighborhood
Higher costs for commuting to work (gas prices, etc.) 0 0 0
Decrease in household Income due to a loss of job,

0 0 0demotion in pay. or other reasons for unemployment
Sickness or injUry which has limited the ability of any

0 0 0household members to work
Increases in utility bills 0 0 0
Increases in other household expenses 0 0 0

15. In the past year, have increased housing expenses left you and your
family with less money for other things?

DYes
o No, a lack of money left for other things is still a problem,

but it is not the result of increased housing expenses
o No, not a problem at this time
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15a. Would you like to explain your answer?
(Give R the chance to discuss exactly what is at the root of increased expenses,
i.e. - is it their oil bill, is it their taxes, is it day care expenses, etc.)

16. The following is a list of potential things one might do in order to
compensate for an increase in housing expenses. Please indicate if any
of the following items are things that you have done, or think you might
have to do in the future in order to compensate for rising costs.

Yes No Might
Have
To

(HO) Refinanced your mortgage in order to have cash to 0 0 0pay for debts or other purchases
(HO) Sold your house in order to payoff other expenses 0 0 0
(RO) Made agreements with your landlord to do extra
work on your house/apt in order to maintain an affordable 0 0 0
rent
(RO) Looked for another house or apartment with cheaper 0 0 0
rent and/or utility costs
Invited friends or family to move into your house in order 0 0 0to help cover expenses
Sought out the help of local community agencies in order 0 0 0to get financial assistance to help cover utility bills
Used a credit card to make purchases that you normally 0 0 0would have paid for with cash
Taken out temporary loans to help cover expenses 0 0 0
Devoted more of your income to housing expenses, which 0 0 0has left you with less expendable income
Taken on an extra job in order to cover expenses 0 0 0

16a. COMMENTS (Explain any other detailed information that R provides from
Q16)

(HO) SECTION THREE - HOMEOWNERS
It is important for us to understand other financial issues that homeowners may
be experiencing. Please answer the following questions to the best of your
ability.

17. Have you received any offers to sell your house in the past year?
DYes
o No (Proceed to Question 18)

Could you tell me more about the most recent offer?
17a. How did you receive this offer? _
17b. What was being offered? _
17c. Contact information? Who was it? _
17d. How did you respond to this offer? _
17e. How much do you think the house is worth today? _
17f. Have these offers increased over the past year? _
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18. Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood received offers to
sell their house in the past year?

DYes
o No

19. Have you received any offers to refinance your mortgage in the past
year?

DYes
o No (Proceed to Question 20)

Could you tell me more about the most recent offer?
19a. How did you receive this offer? _
19b. What was being offered? _
19c. Contact information? Who was it? _
19d. How did you respond to this offer? _
1ge. (Do not repeat this question if Q17e was already asked)

How much do you think the house is worth today? _
19f. Have these offers increased over the past year? _

20. Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood received offers to
refinance their mortgage in the past year?

DYes
o No

(RO) SECTION FOUR - RENTERS
It is important for us to understand what type of effect the real estate market is
having on renters. Please answer the following questions to the best of your
ability.

21. Has your monthly rent increased in the past year?
DYes
o No (Proceed to Question 22)
21a. How much? (Get actual dollar amounts before and after increase, if
possible)_~:--_----::--- _
21b. Is this is a problem? _
21c. How have you adjusted to this increase? _
21d. What was the reason for the increase? _
21e. Do you think this is a fair rent for this apt/house? _

22. Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood had a financial
problem from their monthly rent increasing in the past year?

DYes
o No

23. (Unless R answered "less than 1 year" to Q6, skip this question)
Have you had to move as the result of increasing rents in the past year?

DYes
o No (Proceed to Question 24)
23a. How many times did this occur in the past year? _
23b. Where did you move from before living at this location? _
23c. Where would you consider moving to if this happens again?__
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24. Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood had to move as the
result of increasing rents in the past year?

DYes
o No

25. Are you concerned you might have to move out of this neighborhood
within the next three years, due to increasing housing costs?

DYes
o No

25a. Would you like to explain your answer?

SECTION FIVE - DEMOGRAPHICS
Ok, we are almost finished. I just have a few more questions so that we can
know a little bit about the people participating in our survey.

26. How many people live in your household? _

27. If you have children in your household, how many are under 18? __

28. What is the primary language spoken in your home?
o English
o Language other than English (please specify) _

29. What do you consider to be your race? _
(Surveyor should note this without asking if R's racial category is apparent)

30. What is your ethnicity? _

31. Please indicate which letter best describes the highest level of
education you have completed?

A - Did not complete high school
B - High School diploma
C - GED
D - Some college education
E - Associate's Degree
F - Bachelor's Degree
G - Master's Degree
H - Doctorate Degree or above

32. Please indicate which letter best describes your estimated household
income before taxes?

A - Under $7,500
B - $7,500 to just under $15,000
C - $15,000 to just under $25,000
D - $25,000 to just under $35,000
E - $35,000 to just under $50,000
F - $50,000 to just under $75,000
G - $75,000 to just under $100,000
H - $100,000 or more
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Closing Comments:
Is there anything you would like to know about this survey?
(Offer R any additional information that is needed for them to feel comfortable with
their participation in the survey. Thank them for their time. Exit interview and
proceed to Section 6, Observations Section, to be filled out after you leave the
interview)

SECTION SIX
Interviewer Observations

LAND USE
o Residential
o Commercial
o Industrial
o Mixed-Use
o Recreationa I
o Vacant Land

#STORIES

OCCUPANY STATUS
o Occupied
o Vacant
o Abandoned
o Not For Occupancy
o Unknown

#UNITS __

BLDG TYPE
o Detached home
o Twin or Semi-detached
o Rowhome
o Apartment/Multi-Family
o Commercial Bldg
o Industrial Whse
o No Bldg Structure

VACANCIES ON BLOCK
o Yes (Est. Amt. __)
o No

NAME/AFFILIATION (for Commercial/Industrial Parcels)

OTHER COMMENTS
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Appendix 2: Characteristics of Land Use

Housing Occupancy:
Census (HOUSING OCCUPANCY)
Total housing units: 11,315
Occupied: 10,507
Vacant: 808

CENSUS
92.9%
7.1%*

SAMPLE
89%
11%*

%DIF
-3.9
3.9

*Sample statistics based off of 246 parcels where occupancy or vacancy status was
recorded. 11 % vacancy rate of sample~ gentrifying areas are typically connected to a
vacancy rate of 5% or less.

Housing Tenure:
Census (HOUSING TENURE)
Occupied housing units:
Owner-occupied housing units:
Renter-occupied housing units:

10,507
6,331
4,176

CENSUS
60.3%
39.7%

SAMPLE
57.1%
42.9%

%DIF
-3.2
3.2

Land use observations:
12.9% vacancy rate =high rate of potential development*
Sample
Occupied parcels

Residential
Commercial
Mixed-Use
Vacant Land
Other/Garage

Vacant or Abandoned parcels
Residential
Commercial
Mixed-Use
Vacant Land

Not For Occupancy
Unknown Status
Completed land use sun'cys
Missing land use sun'cys
Total parcels sun'eyed

Residcntial parcels:
Occupied
Vacant or Ahandoned
Not For Occupancy
Unknown Status
Total parcels

N
234
212
10
7
2
3
39
26
3
I
9
6
23
302
2
304

219
27
6
21
273
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Valid Percent
77.5%
70.2%
3.3%
2.3%
0.7%
1.0%
12.9%
8.6%
1.0%
0.3%
3.0%
2.0lff
7.60/<

80.2lff
9.90/<
2.2';(
7.7';(



Appendix 3: Demographics of Sample

Race Demographics:
Census: (RACE) CENSUS SAMPLE %OIF
White 23,993 77.4% 61.4% -16*
Black or African American 1,299 4.2% 5.7% 1.5
Asian 787 2.5% 1.4% -1.1
Some other race 3,874 12.5% 28.6% 16.1*
Two or more races 928 3.0% 2.9% -0.1
* Problems with comparing the census data to our sample data since "Hispanic or Latino"
is not treated as a category of race by the census, and our respondents do consider it to be
their race. Those who responded Hispanic, Latino, Spanish, etc. for Race are listed in our
sample data under "Some other race", which explains the % difference of 16.1.

Percentage ofHispanic to Non-Hispanic:
Census: (HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE)

Hispanic or Latino
Not Hispanic or Latino

7,424
23,584

CENSUS
23.9%
76.1%

SAMPLE
25.8%
74.2%

%OTF
1.9
-1.9

Language:
Census: (LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME)
English only 21,264
Language other than English 7,899

Spanish 5,654
Other Indo-European 1,296
Asian and Pacific 635

Education:
Census: (EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT)

CENSUS
72.9%
27.1%
19.4%
4.4%
2.2%

SAMPLE
78.6%
27.3%
17.1<70
2.9%
1.4%

%OIF
5.7
0.2
-2.3
-1.5
-0.8

Population 25 years and over:
Did not complete high school
High school graduate (equivalency)
Some college, no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor's degree
Graduate or professional degree

17,276
4,386
5,577
2,448
1,044
2,110
l.711

CENSUS
25.4%
32.3%
14.29'('
6.0Ck
12.2Ck
9.9Ck

SAMPLE
21.2
44.0
15.8
1.8
10.5
8.8

CffDIF
-4.2
11.7
1.6
-4.2
-1.7
-1.1

Percent hidl schooll:!raduate or hil:!her
~ ~ ~

Percent h3chelo( s degree or higher
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Income:
Census: (INCOME IN 1999)
Households
$14,999 and under
15,000 to 24,999
25,000 to 34,999
35,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 74,999
75,000 to 99,999
100,000 and over

2,354
1,387
1,421
1,648
1,940
737
975

CENSUS
22.5%
13.3%
13.6%
15.8%
18.5%
7.0%
9.3%

SAMPLE
34.3%
22.7
15.6
10.0
11.4
5.7
o

%DIF
11.8
9.4
2
-5.8
-7.1
-1.3
-9.3

Sex:
Census: (SEX AND AGE) CENSUS SAMPLE %DIF
Male 15,670 50.5% 48.6% -1.9
Female 15,338 49.5% 51.4% 1.9
Age:
Census: (SEX AND AGE)
Population over 18 years: 21,508 CENSUS SAMPLE %DIF
20 to 24 years 4,091 19.0% 17.4 -1.6
25 to 34 years 3,780 17.6% 18.8 1.2
35 to 44 years 4,253 19.8% 20.3 0.5
45 to 54 years 3,475 16.2% 18.8 2.6
55 to 59 years 1,278 5.9% 4.3 -1.6
60 to 64 years 979 4.6% 8.7 4.1
65 to 74 years 1,767 8.2% 5.8 -2.4
75 to 84 years 1,497 6.9% 4.3 -2.6
85 years and over 388 1.8% 1.4 -0.4
Census: CENSUS SAMPLE %DIF
18 years and over 23,800 100% 100% 0
21 years and over 20,207 84.9% 92.9% 8
62 years and over 4,208 17.7% 18.6% 0.9
65 years and over 3,652 15.3% 11.4% -3.9

Average Household Size:
Census
Average househo ld size 2.62
Sample
Average househo III size 3.43

Households l\"ilh indi\'iduals under 18 rears:
Census
Total households 10.507 CENSUS SAMPLE CJDIF
Households with individuals under 18 years 3.621 34.5C;C 41.4C;C 6.9
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Appendix 4: List of Variable Labels

Sex:
OwnRent:
OfferSell:
OtherSell:

OfferRefi:
OtherRefi:

Rentlnc:
OtrProbRent:

MoveRent:

OtrMoveRnt:

AfraidMove:

Language:
White_NonWhite:
Hispanic_NonHisp:
CorePeriphery:
Race_Recode:
Ethnicity_Recode:
Education:
Income:
Age:
YearsHouse:
YearsNeigh:
NumHouse:
Children:
MortCause:
TaxesCause:
RentCause:
GoodsCause:

CmuteCause:
UncmpCause:

SickCause:

BiIlsCause:
OtherCause:

Male or Female
Owner or Renter
Have you received any offers to sell your house in the past year?
Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood received offers to
sell their house in the past year?
Have you received any offers to refmance in the past year?
Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood received offers to
refmance their house in the past year?
Has your monthly rent increased in the past year?
Has anyone else you know in this neighborhood had financial
problem from their monthly rent increasing in the past year?
Have you had to move as the result of increasing rents in the past
year?
Has anyone else you know in tins neighborhood had to move as the
result of increasing rents in the past year?
Are you concerned you nlight have to move out of this
neighborhood within the next three years, dues to increasing
housing costs?
What is the primary language spoken in your home?
Wlnte or Non-White
Hispanic or Non-Hispanic
Household located in the Core or Periphery of the Target Area
Recoded categories for Race
Recoded categories for Ethnicity
Highest level of education completed
Estimated household income before taxes
Age
How long have you lived in this house?
How long have you lived in this neighborhood?
How many people live in your household?
If you have children in your household, how many are under IS?
Increased mortgage payment due to refinancing?
Increased real estate taxes due to tax re-assessment?
Increased rent?
Increased cost of local goods and services as newer, more
expensive businesses are moving into the neighborhood?
Higher costs for commuting to work (gas prices. etc.)
Decrease in household income due to a loss of job, demotion in
pay, or other reasons for unemployment?
Sickness or injury which has limited the ability of any household
memhcrs to work?
Increases in utility hills?
Increases in household expenses?
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Appendix 5: Statistical Analysis of Pressure Level Scale

Dependent variable: Pressure Level, used as a continuous, interval variable

Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Actual Range
Possible Range

Descriptive stats for Pressure Level:
N 70

Valid 67
Missing 3

7.389
6.996
a
6.837
0-29
0-32

Independent variables: Three different statistical analysis procedures were used hased on
the nature of the independent variables being examined.

I) Independent Samples T-test - independent variahle with two levels (pg. 91)
2) ANOVA - independent variable with more than two levels (pg. 92 & 94)
3) Correlations - independent variables that are continuous and interval (pg. 93)

Significant findings are noted as follows:

* Sig. at the .10 level
** Sig. at the .05 level
***Sig. at the .01 level
****Sig. at the .001 level
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Independent Samples T-test Results:

Pressure Level by: N Mean t-score Deg. of Sig. (2-

Sex Male 31 7.67 .312 64.535 .756
Female 36 7.15

OwnRent Own 38 6.08 -1.852 63.274 .069*
Rent 29 9.10

OfferSell Yes 16 6.56 .343 27.568 .734
No 22 5.73

OtherSell Yes 12 4.75 -.943 25.216 .355
No 25 6.96

OfferRefi Yes 10 10.80 2.418 33 .021 **
No 25 4.74

OtherRefi Yes 3 2.67 -1.837 4.679 .130
No 32 6.69

RentInc Yes 10 9.90 .488 27 .630
No 19 8.68

OtrProbRent Yes 4 13.75 2.928 9.969 .015**
No 24 8.17

MoveRent Yes 1 10.00 .269 24 .790
No 25 8.40

OtrMoveRnt Yes 6 14.67 3.968 19.578 .001 ****
No 21 7.76

AfraidMove Yes 7 8.43 -.605 12.208 .556
No 19 10.00

Language English 52 7.68 .752 29.405 .458
Other 15 6.38

White_NonWhite White 40 5.79 -2.324 47.767 .024**
Non White 27 9.77

Hispanic_NonHisp Hispanic 18 9.43 1.672 38.691 .103
Non- 49 6.64

CorePeriphery Core 37 9.24 2.522 61.188 .014**
Periphery 27 5.10
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ANOVA Comparison of Means:

Pressure Level by: N Mean F-score Sig.
Race_Recode White 40 5.79 2.440 .044**

Black 4 16.25
Hispanic 16 9.42
Asian 1 3.00
Mixed 2 9.50
Other 4 6.50

Ethnicity_Recode White American 28 5.68 2.354 .013**
African-American 2 27.00
Puerto Rican 10 7.67
Dominican 1 11.00
Non-specified 3 9.34
Hispanic
Portuguese 4 8.50
Spanish 1 17.00
Other Western 5 4.80
European
Eastern European 4 5.75
British Caribbean 1 10.00
Chinese 1 3.00
Jewish 1 15.00
AfricanlLiberian 1 10.00
Mixed 3 9.33
Other 2 1.20

Education Did not complete 11 5.76 1.636 .143
high school
High school diploma 17 7.59
GED 6 6.61
Some College 18 10.94
Associate's Degree 1 0
Bachelor's Degree 9 5.89
Master's Degree 4 2.00
Doctorate's Degree 1 0

Income Under $7,500 15 6.23 1.634 .154
$7,500 to $15,000 9 11.78
$15,000 to $25,000 14 8.43
$25,000 to $35,000 10 2.97
$35.000 to $50.000 7 8.43
$50.000 to $75.000 8 8.00
$75.000 to $100.000 4 5.00
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dent Variabl,lIndLevel bv Iplat"c - -

Pressure Age YearsHouse YearsNeigh NumHouse Children Education Income
Level

Pressure Level 1 -.149 -.273 -.285 .159 .197 -.092 -.066
Sig. (2-tailed) .230 .025** .019** .199 .110 .457 .597
N 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 67

Age -.149 1 .694 .691 -.553 -.174 -.293 .129
Sig. (2-tailed) .230 .000*** .000**** .000**** .150 .014** .289
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

YearsHouse -.273 .694 1 .882 -.437 -.230 -.274 -.097
Sig. (2-tailed) .025** .000**** .000**** .000**** .055* .022** .422
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

YearsNeigh -.285 .691 .882 1 -.423 -.255 -.167 -.035
Sig. (2-tailed) .019** .000**** .000**** .000**** .033** .168 .777
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

NumHouse .159 -.553 -.437 -.423 1 .694 .060 .121
Sig. (2-tailed) .199 .000**** .000**** .000**** .000**** .623 .316
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Children .197 -.174 -.230 -.255 .694 1 -.137 .224
Sig. (2-tailed) .110 .150 .035** .033** .000**** .258 .063*
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

"Education -.092 -.293 -.274 -.167 .060 -.137 1 .296
Sig. (2-tailed) .457 .014** .022** .168 .623 .258 .013**
N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Income -.066 .129 -.097 ' -.035 .121 .224 .296 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .597 .289 .422 .777 .316 .063* .013** .'

N 67 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

p

\0
.j:::..

Note: Education and Income are ordinal variables that are treated here as continuous/intervals for correlation purposes.
.'
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ANOVA results for Pressure Level by Perception of Causes:

Pressure Level by: N Mean F Sig.
MortCause No Cause 14 10.60 5.764 .016**

Minor Cause 1 8.00
Major Cause 1 29.00

TaxesCause No Cause 9 12.49 .175 .842
Minor Cause 1 8.00
Major Cause 5 11.40

RentCause No Cause 10 8.80 2.829 .093*
Minor Cause 4 15.50
Major Cause 3 15.67

GoodsCause No Cause 14 8.32 4.032 .028**
Minor Cause 14 13.29
Major Cause 5 16.00

CmuteCause No Cause 11 10.31 .875 .428
Minor Cause 9 11.22
Major Cause 12 13.75

UnempCause No Cause 18 9.24 4.922 .014**
Minor Cause 4 9.75
Major Cause 1I 16.09

SickCause No Cause 19 8.81 4.237 .024**
Minor Cause 2 12.00
Major Cause 13 15.05

BillsCause No Cause 7 6.72 2.782 .078*
Minor Cause 1I 13.18
Major Cause 15 12.69

OtherCause No Cause 18 8.86 4.777 .016**
Minor Cause 9 13.67
Major Cause 6 16.67
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Appendix 6: Notes on GIS Analysis

A variable for the 6 neighborhood subdivisions (referred to as "Geography") is treated as
a nominal dependent variable. Pearson Chi-Squares were run against all key independent
variables. The scores below show all significant findings by Geography.

Geography by: Chi-Squares df Sig. (2-sided)
Age 28.986 20 .088*
OwnRent 10.351 5 .066*
UnempCause 16.500 10 .086*
OtherCause 17.012 10 .074*
RentInc 9.525 5 .090*
Education 78.043 55 .022**
PressureLevel 22.349 15 .099*
White NonWhite 12.556 5 .028**
Hispanic NonHisp 11.477 5 .043**
YearsHouse 32.688 20 .036**

Appendix 7: Notes on Multivariate Analysis

Various regression models were looked at in order to find the 'best-fit' relationship that
would show the strongest determinant of financial pressure. The respondents location in
the core or periphery appears to be the strongest factor when used in a linear regression
model with other key independent variables against Pressure Level. An ANOVA score
for the model shows that it is significant at the .01 level (Sig. = .009).

Regression Model Beta t-scores Sig.

YearsNeigh -.220 -1.668 .101

White or Non-White -1.57 -1.284 .204

Own or Rent .072 .564 .575

Core or Periphery .292 2.477 .016**

ANOYA:
F =3.583
Sig. =.009*""'"

Model Summary
R =.450
RZ =.202
Adjusted R1 =.148

p-yaluc$: **siplifiGli1t at the .05 !c\'c1. **"Si&11ific~U1t at the .01 Icyci
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